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ABSTRACT
In The Life and Times of Porgy and Bess, Hollis Alpert observes that George 
Gershwin wrote his "ow n spirituals" because "using traditional material w ould have 
seemed old hat by the time the opera was presented." Alpert points out that the 1927 
staging of the play Porgy featured actual spirituals and folk songs, as d id  The Green 
Pastures in 1930 and Run, Little ChillunI in 1933. But as Gershwin himself stated, he had  a 
more ambitious project in mind: to create a work that simultaneously invoked the grand 
operas of fin-de-siecle Europe and  the raw, energetic music of black America.
The resulting fusion inspired some contemporaries—especially in the black 
com m unity—to charge Gershwin w ith writing a "stiff and artificial" opera filled w ith 
"lampblack Negroisms." Later critics of Porgy and Bess have reaffirmed these initial 
reviews, citing the use of dialect, stereotypical characters, and pseudo-spirituals as proof 
that Gershwin had  w ritten an opera about blacks, not a black opera. It is undeniable that 
some of Gershwin's material had  antecedents in the minstrel show but not all of the folk 
elements were draw n from caricature.
This debate over Porgy and Bess's "authenticity" frequently overlooks those 
native elements that Gershwin gleaned from his trips to South Carolina. At the urging of 
librettist DuBose Heyward, Gershwin twice visited Charleston, SC, the setting for Porgy 
and Bess. Acting as a local guide, H eyw ard accompanied Gershwin to church services, 
concerts, and other venues where the composer could hear representative regional 
music, especially Low Country spirituals. Although their outings hardly constituted 
fieldwork (especially w hen contrasted w ith the meticulous efforts of contemporaries 
R.W. Gordon and John Lomax), their musical touring clearly had  a purpose: to identify 
the signature elements of Low Country music that could be transplanted successfully to 
a European-style opera.
Most of Gershwin's biographers, including Edw ard Jablonski, David Ewen, and 
Charles Schwartz have given short shrift to these trips, recounting them  merely to 
suggest a connection between w hat Gershwin heard in the field and the "exotic" effects 
in arias such as "O, Doctor Jesus." A careful examination of several numbers, however, 
reveals that Gershwin's exposure to Low Country music had a profound impact on his 
imagination.
Comparing such regional songs as "W 'en I'm  A-Gone, Gone, Gone" with 
selections from Porgy and Bess, and focusing on the techniques that Gershwin used to 
evoke the Carolina sound, this paper will demonstrate that the opera has authentic 
native elements that were a direct result of the Charleston trips. This paper will also 
acknowledge Heyw ard's contribution to the authenticity of Porgy and Bess. His 
knowledge of local black music as well as his fascination with black folk customs kept 
his lyrics tied, however loosely, to traditional Low Country spirituals.
"GERSHWIN GONE NATIVE!"
INTRODUCTION
In 1934, just a year before Porgy and Bess appeared on Broadway, the New York 
Herald Tribune ran the sensational headline, "M anhattan Tone Poet Climbs Into His Cliff 
Dwelling Loaded With Negro Lore."1 The accompanying article described the first of 
George Gershwin's two visits to Charleston, South Carolina, where the composer 
announced he was doing field research for his opera adaptation of the 1927 play Porgy. 
With his Charleston-born collaborator DuBose H eyw ard as guide, Gershwin had 
traveled the Low Country in December 1933 and again in June 1934, stopping at 
churches, wharves, and out-of-the-way places to hear regional music. Though their 
outings hardly constituted serious fieldwork (particularly w hen contrasted w ith the 
meticulous efforts of such contemporaries as R.W. Gordon and Allan Lomax), their 
musical touring had  a clear purpose: to identify the Low Country rhythms and 
harmonies that m ight successfully be transplanted to European-style grand opera.
After Porgy and Bess's October 1935 premiere, critics debated the extent to which 
these Low Country trips influenced Gershwin in composing the opera. New York 
American reviewer Leonard Liebling argued that Porgy and Bess's score was "full of local 
meaning,"2 an  opinion shared by the Literary Digest in an article entitled "Charleston 
(and Gershwin) Provide Folk-Opera."3 The Charleston News and Courier, on the other 
hand, suggested that Gershwin had  compromised H eyw ard's "truthful" depiction of 
Charleston's black community with a less regionally-specific mixture of "jazz, spirituals, 
and conventional arias." Only in "Summertime" and the saucer-burial scene did  the 
Courier's anonymous reviewer hear evidence that Gershwin had  "spent two years [sic] 
in Charleston close in contact w ith its negro inhabitants" studying their "savage"
1 "Gershwin Back to Finish Work on New Opera," The New York Herald-Tribune (January 5,1934): 14.
2 Leonard Liebling, "Gershwin Music Stirs Hearers at 'Porgy and Bess/" The New York American (October 11, 
1935): 13.
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music.4 The left-wing magazine New Theatre offered the most scathing commentary on 
Porgy and. Bess, characterizing Gershwin, Heyward, and director Rouben Mamoulian as 
"hot-cha merchants" who had  "cooked up" a production "flavored and seasoned to be 
palm ed off as 'authentic7 of the Charleston Gullah Negroes." 5
At the heart of this debate was the issue of authenticity. Was Gershwin—who 
w as white and Jewish—capable not only of recreating black melodies but also of 
understanding the harmonies, rhythms, and vocal nuances that gave African-American 
music its distinctive character? Though some of Gershwin's white critics felt his 
spirituals bore little relation to the music of Charleston's black community, almost all 
praised his score for truthfully evoking the spirit of blues and  Sorrow Songs. Irving 
Kolodin's review for Theatre Arts Monthly typifies this essentialist viewpoint:
The degree to which [Gershwin] has absorbed negro turns of 
expression is exemplified by a conversation with a member of 
the cast to whom I said, 'Doesn't the lullaby ("Summertime") 
suggest to you certain elements of "Sometimes I Feel Like a 
Motherless Child?"' and who answered: 'No, it is more like "St 
Louis Blues '" If two listeners can find associations so various in 
a thing as different as 'Summertime' is from either of the others, 
it must represent the seizure of an essential element in Negro 
music.6
African-Americans, however, d id  not universally embrace Porgy and Bess as an 
opera with authentic "Negro music." Zora Neale Hurston, for example, criticized 
Gershwin for commingling spirituals and street cries w ith "Conservatory rules" and 
opera conventions. In H urston's estimation, Gershwin had  "squeez[ed] all of the rich, 
black juice out of the songs" and "presented] a sort of musical octoroon to the public."7
3 "Charleston and (Gershwin) Provide Folk-Opera," The Literary Digest CXXX (October 26,1935): 18.
4 "Second Thoughts on 'Porgy' in Opera Form," The News and Courier (October 27,1935): 2C. It is interesting 
to note that the Courier's anonymous reviewer didn't consult his own newspaper's account of Gershwin's 
Charleston trips. If he had, it is unlikely that he would have portrayed Gershwin as living in close contact 
with Charleston's African American community for two years!
5 Edward Morrow, "Duke Ellington on Gershwin's 'Porgy,'" New Theatre (December 1935), 6. Morrow 
indulges in his own form of racial romanticism at the end of this article. He calls upon the Duke Ellingtons 
and Langston Hughes of the world to write music on "themes from their blood." This music "will express 
terror and defiance in colorful Negro musical idioms which have remained melodious despite a life of 
injustices. They will compose and write these things because they feel the consequences of an existence 
which is a weird combination of brutality and beauty."
6 Irving Kolodin, "Porgy and Bess: American Opera in the Theatre," Theatre Arts Monthly XIX (November 
1935): 861.
7 Zora Neale Hurston, Dust Tracks on a Road (New York: HarperPerennial, 1991), 280.
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Other observers, such as composer William Grant Still, felt that a hybrid of black and 
European music could capture the Sorrow Songs' essence, but that such a hybrid could 
only be classified as "authentic" if written by an African-American. He dismissed the 
notion that composers could adopt the "idioms of people foreign to them," arguing that 
"idiom" is "rarely something that can be acquired or discarded at will."8 At the far end 
of the spectrum was arranger J. Rosamond Johnson, who welcomed any skillful attem pt 
to introduce black folk music into the concert hall. After Porgy and Bess's premiere, he 
pronounced Gershwin the "Abraham  Lincoln of Negro music," classifying "at least 
eighty per cent" of Porgy and Bess's "musical idioms" as genuinely "Negroid" in 
character. Even in those passages where Gershwin employed more obviously 
"European" techniques such as fugue, Johnson argued, he sincerely "convey[ed] the 
Negro's religious fervor" w ithout using the "Negro spiritual in its traditional form."9
The black community's original debate over the "authenticity" of Porgy and Bess 
has continued to shape critical and  scholarly evaluations of the opera. The release of 
Otto Preminger's 1959 movie Porgy and Bess renewed the 1935 controversy. Periodicals 
such as Variety, Jazz Review, and Ebony ran strong indictments of the opera's music and 
characters, arguing that Sportin' Life, Porgy, and Bess represented stereotypes from a 
less enlightened era of race relations. In his review of the MGM film, critic LeRoi Jones 
(later know n as Amiri Baraka) pronounced Gershwin's score a "hideous and dishonest 
dilution" of black musical practice,10 an opinion echoed by Era Bell Thompson in an 
article entitled "W hy Negroes Don't Like Porgy and BessZ'11 Well into the 1970s, however, 
other critics continued to defend the essentialist position first voiced by Irving Kolodin 
in 1935. In the 1970 edition of George Gershwin: His Journey to Greatness, biographer David 
Ewen characterized the "musical art" of Porgy and Bess as "basically Negro in 
physiogamy and spirit, basically expressive of the heart and soul of an entire race."12 
Only in the last decade have cultural historians staked out a moderate position that 
incorporated elements of Jones's and  Ewen's arguments. Jeffrey Melnick, for example,
8 William Grant Still, "Horizons Unlimited " In William Grant Still and the Fusion of Cultures in American 
Music (Los Angeles: Black Sparrow Press, 1972), 120.
9 J. Rosamond Johnson, "Emancipator of Idioms." In George Gerskivin (New York: Longmans, Green & Co., 
1938), 65-67.
10 LeRoi Jones, "Movie Review," Jazz Review 2 (November 1959): 50.
11 Era Bell Thompson, "Why Negroes Don't Like 'Porgy and Bess/" Ebony 14 (October 1959): 50-54.
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acknowledges Gershwin's aptitude for composing music with a strong African- 
American imprint. At the same time, Melnick characterizes Gershwin as a savvy 
opportunist who visited South Carolina as a "public relations move" to bolster his 
credentials as a composer of "Black" music in much the same spirit as an early 
generation of blackface performers claimed to have done field research in the rural 
South.13
Implicit in these discussions is the idea that Gershwin—though capable of 
writing bluesy tunes—merely imitated richer, more complex forms of black musical 
expression w ithout capturing their nuances or cultural meaning. A close study of the 
opera's score, however, reveals that Gershwin's exposure to Low Country music had  a 
subtle but profound impact on his imagination. In the lyrics to such numbers as "Gone, 
Gone, Gone" and "O, Doctor Jesus," the m odal harmonies of his spirituals, and  the vocal 
polyphony of the hurricane scene (Act II, Scene iv), the listener can hear signature 
elements of Low Country music.
Simply detecting and cataloguing the presence of Gullah musical traits hardly 
puts the authenticity issue to bed. To fully answer the question, how did  Gershwin make 
compositional use of Low Country style, we need to ask why he felt such elements were 
necessary for the success of his opera. We also need to consider the influence of 
nationalism and primitivism on Gershwin; the extent of Gershwin's exposure to Low 
Country music; and  his musico-dramatic reasons for invoking the Gullah sound.
12 David Ewen, George Gershwin: His Journey to Greatness (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1970), 243.
13 Jeffrey Melnick, A Right to Sing the Blues: African-Americans, Jews, and American Popular Song (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1999), 122,128.
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SECTION I 
TERMINOLOGY
A few terms require definition. Throughout this essay, I use the designation Low 
Country to describe the geographic region surrounding Charleston, SC. The Sea Islands, 
which form a long archipelago along the coastlines of South Carolina and Georgia, are 
generally considered part of the Low Country. G ullah refers both to those African- 
Americans descended from Sea Island slaves and to their language, a creole of English 
and  various West African dialects. The term requiring the most explanation is 
prim itivism. Over the course of 250 years, historians, literary critics, and musicologists 
have applied this label to artistic endeavors as varied as the folkish poetry of August 
Gottfried Burger and the "Indianist" compositions of Arthur Farwell. Informing such 
primitivist endeavors is the belief that the songs, handicrafts, and folk tales of 
"primitive" people—be they Russian serfs, Wolof tribesmen, Bohemian peasants, former 
slaves, gypsies, children, or m adm en—provide windows into m an's original nature. 
Invoking the aesthetic of "primitive" people is a means of commenting on the m odem  
condition, of suggesting the corrupting influence of technology and  urbanization on 
"civilized" man. For composers in Eastern Europe and the United States, integrating the 
rhythms, meters, and harmonies of the "primitive" people living within their borders 
also played a crucial role in the development of national musical styles. It is this 
application of the term prim itivism  (as it refers to musical nationalism) that I use in my 
paper.14
14 The literature on musical primitivism is rather thin, especially when contrasted with the literature on 
primitivism in the visual arts and popular culture. Leon Plantinga's book Romantic Music: A History of 
Musical Style in Nineteenth-Century Europe (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1984) provides a concise 
summary of primitivism in eighteenth and nineteenth century Europe; see pages 107-120. For discussion of 
primitivism's influence on twentieth-century music, see the work of Gershwin's contemporary Marion 
Bauer. Her book, Twentieth Century Music: How It Developed, How to Listen to It (New York: G.P. Putnam's 
Sons, 1933), provides a good summary of American attitudes towards "primitive" music and its potential 
role as a nationalist signifier. An excellent history of European attitudes towards "primitive" people and
6
SECTION II
MUSICAL AND LITERARY DISCOURSES OF NATIONALISM AND 
PRIMITIVISM BEFORE THE JAZZ AGE
At the time he set out for Charleston in December 1933, Gershwin enjoyed 
almost unprecedented acclaim as a composer of crowd-pleasing music. His string of 
Broadway successes—Lady, Be Good (1924), Funny Face (1927), Girl Crazy (1930)—and 
heavily prom oted concerts at Lewisohn Stadium kept him  in the public eye following 
the celebrated premiere of Rhapsody in Blue (1924). Periodicals such as Vanity Fair, The 
Nation, and The American Spectator published lively debates on the merits of Gershwin's 
"serious" compositions such as the Concerto in F (1925), while the society pages 
chronicled his M anhattan party-hopping.
The presence of such a musical celebrity in Charleston, therefore, sparked 
considerable newspaper coverage. Headlines in the Charleston News and Courier were 
sensational, proclaiming, "Gershwin Gone Native... Sleek Composer, Burned by Sun, 
Lets Beard Grow, Wears Only Tom  Pants While W riting the Opera Porgy." Reporter 
Frank Gilbreth embellished the composer-gone-native theme in the accompanying 
article, suggesting that the hot Carolina sun was transforming the New York sophisticate 
into the m irror image of H eyw ard's Crown, "the tremendous buck in Porgy w ho 
plunges a knife into the throat of a friend too lucky at craps and who makes women love 
him  by placing huge black hands around their throat and tensing his muscles."15 The 
New York Herald-Tribune painted a similar picture of Gershwin, "bare and black above
their artwork can be found in the first chapter of Frances Connelly's book, The Sleep of Reason: Primitivism in 
Modern European Art and Aesthetics, 1725-1907 (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1995); 
see pages 1-36.
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the waist," clad only in "once-white linen knickers" as he w orked on Act I of Porgy and 
Bess. The Tribune also mentioned Gershwin's trips to "Negro churches, funerals, and 
revival meetings" adding that whenever he sat dow n to play piano rags, "a group of 
Negroes" w ould "collect in front of his cottage and beat the sand w ith their feet."16
Gilbreth's racially charged description of Gershwin as a "black" m an living close 
to nature and  m aking "savage" music is symptomatic of Jazz Age mania for the 
"primitive," which, to Jazz Age Americans, generally m eant African and African- 
American art, music, and  lore. Enthusiasm for the "primitive" was hardly a new  
phenomenon; western composers' fascination with folk and exotic musics dated to the 
eighteenth century and was deeply intertwined w ith colonialism, nationalism, and 
positivism. The first wave of primitivism corresponded w ith an aggressive period of 
colonial expansion into Africa and the Americas by England, Spain, France, and  the 
Netherlands. Contact w ith the aboriginal people on these continents led Europeans to 
speculate on the origins of their own civilization. In treatises such as Giambattista Vico's 
La scienza nuova (1725) and Jean-Jacques Rousseau's The Social Contract (1762), authors 
cited diverse sources—"Homeric poetry, the Bible, Roman descriptions of ancient 
Germans, Gauls, and Piets, as well as traveler's accounts of New W orld peoples"—in 
support of their theory that "primitivity" w as "an infant state of development through 
which all cultures passed."17
Informing Vico and Rousseau's writing was the belief that "primitive" people 
had  a special "capacity for deep feeling and great passion," a capacity their "civilized" 
counterparts lacked because of their profound alienation from the natural world. As art 
historian Frances Connelly explains in The Sleep of Reason: Primitivism in Modem European 
Art and Aesthetics, 1725-1907, Enlightenment philosophers touted "the imagination and 
feelings" as "wellsprings of creativity, a source that too much reason could obscure." 
Thus, Vico and  Rousseau praised "primitive" people for their guileless, direct 
expression in songs and stories.18
15 Frank Gilbreth, "Gershwin, Gone Native, Finds It 'Shame to Work at Folly/" The News and Courier (June
29.1934): 9A.
u  "Gershwin Gets His Music Cues for "Porgy7 on Carolina Beach," The New York Herald-Tribune XCIV (July
7.1934): V:2.
17 Connelly, The Sleep of Reason. 5.
18 Ibid. 22-23.
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English and German writers, inspired by Vico and Rousseau's celebration of 
"simplicity, naivete, and spontaneity," searched for evidence of the "primitive" among 
their hom eland's country folk. In Scotland, for example, James MacPherson claimed to 
have unearthed and translated the poetry of the "Celtic Homer," an obscure, third- 
century poet known as Ossian, while continental author Johann Gottfried von Herder 
published several volumes of w hat he "believed to be German folk poetry," including 
his w idely-read Stimmen der Volkem in Liedem (1788-89). Few of these early efforts at 
documenting the "unspoiled utterances" of the folk included musical notation, though, 
as musicologist Leon Plantinga notes, literati and musicians "believed that m odem  folk 
or primitive poetry, like the Homeric epics, was meant to be sung." Thus, composers 
were free to invent their ow n melodies and  accompaniments for these poems. Their 
settings tended to be strophic, harm onized with basic diatonic chord progressions, and 
free of excessive melisma and w ord painting. Though treatises on song-settings 
proliferated in the eighteenth century—such as Christian Gottlieb Krause's Von der 
musikalischen Poesie (1753)—there w as little interest in m aking Lie der closely resemble 
contemporary folk practice. To be sure, the Lied repertoire included m any songs based 
on traditional melodies. But in the m inds of eighteenth-century Lied composers, the 
deliberate simplicity of their settings m ade them a kind of folk music in their own right.
19
Two nineteenth-century developments gave impetus to the collection and 
publication of folk melodies: the rise of the nation-state and the emergence of academic 
disciplines devoted to the "science" of music.20 Romantic scholars collected tunes for 
contradictory reasons. On the one hand, they were searching for music that was least 
influenced by foreign sources, the music most likely to express something of the national 
character. Bela Bartok, in num erous essays on his Hungarian hom eland's music, 
acknowledged that "the impulse to begin folk song research" was "attributable to the 
awakening of national feeling" in the nineteenth century. Any "discovery of the values
19 Plantinga, Romantic Music. 107-109.
20 Musicologist Alexander Ringer notes that in 1829, "the Dutch Academy awarded prizes to the Austrian 
Raphael George Kiesewetter and the Belgian Francois Fetis for their respective pioneering studies of old 
Netherlands music. Thus musical scholarship, too, though yet an academic discipline, proceeded directly 
from the Romantic fascination with distant realms in time as well as in space." See Ringer, The Early 
Romantic Era. Between Revolutions: 1789 and 1848 (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1990), 12.
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of folklore and folk music" that confirmed pre-existing stereotypes of national character 
"excited the national pride."21
On the other hand, scholars believed that the systematic collection, cataloguing, 
and comparison of musical examples from around the w orld w ould prove the widely 
held belief that all societies followed the same evolutionary path tow ards "civilization." 
Using musical data, scientists w ould be able to pinpoint the exact stage of development 
that any given society was experiencing. In the United States, for example, ethnographer 
Alice Fletcher—who lived am ong the Omahas, Winnebagos, and Nez Perces in the 
1880s — declared that her documentation of Indian songs revealed
... how far a people had advanced in the art of musical 
expression, who were... organized in a social state where there 
was no class distinction or coordinated labor; where the food 
supply was still dependent in a considerable degree upon the 
hunter; where warfare was constant, and conducted by private 
enterprise rather than directed by a centered government; where 
the language of the people had never been reduced to writing 
and where there was no possible training of the mind in 
literature or a rt22
More importantly, Indian songs provided a w indow  into the European's musical past. 
"These songs," she declared, are valuable because they "reveal to us something of the 
foundations upon which rests the art of music as we know it today."23
Ethnographers such as Fletcher believed that their fieldwork needed to conform 
to the same empirical standards as research in the physical sciences. In such a positivist 
climate, it was no longer acceptable to jot dow n tunes as sung by a m aid or a country 
landowner. The would- be ethnographer felt it imperative to go into the field and 
transcribe songs as they were performed by their creators—even when these vernacular 
traditions featured odd meters, non-diatonic harmonies, unusual cross-rhythms, and 
pitches that defied easy notation.
21 B41a Bart6k, "Folk Song Research and Nationalism." In Benjamin Suchoff, Bela Bartok Essays (Lincoln: 
University of Nebraska Press, 1992), 25.
22 Alice Fletcher, A Study of Omaha Indian Music with a Report on the Structural Peculiarities of the Music 
(Cambridge: Peabody Museum of American Archaeology and Ethnology, 1893), 287.
23 Alice Fletcher, Indian Story and Song from North America (Boston: Small, Maynard & Company, 1900), vii- 
viii.
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For Eastern European nationalists, the fieldwork of Bart6k and Miliy 
Alexeyevich Balakirev offered promising raw  materials for a new compositional 
aesthetic—one less indebted to the German tradition that dom inated western art music 
of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. By recovering musical cultures that predated 
German musical hegemony, composers hoped to find rhythms, modes, characteristic 
melodies, and polyphonic textures that could function as signifiers of national character. 
In the first decade of the twentieth century, a corollary theme emerged in the writings of 
some Eastern European composers. They felt the Germ an musical tradition was "sliding 
into a period of decadence" that could only be rem edied by the "rude truth" of primitive 
music.24 Bart6k, for example, argued that the "excesses of Romanticism" had  become 
"unbearable" to him  and his peers. He urged his contemporaries to study folk music 
because "it is the classical m odel of how  to express an idea musically in the most concise 
form, w ith the greatest simplicity of means, w ith freshness and life, briefly yet 
completely and  properly proportioned."25 Thus, the Eastern European nationalists had  
the dual burden of developing their own musical language while simultaneously 
attem pting to reform the dom inant German tradition.
In the United States, critics, scholars and composers also expressed interest in 
folk music as both a rem edy for Romantic excess and  a  building block for a distinctly 
American form of musical expression. Fascination w ith the folk peaked in the 1930s as 
critics lamented the lack of an indigenous art music distinct from the European tradition. 
In 1924, M arion Bauer, composer and future chairwoman of New York University" s 
Music Department, claimed that America had  yet to produce a "W alt W hitman of 
music," a composer whose style was as "entirely American" as W hitman's ground­
breaking verse.26 Ultra-modernist composer Henry Cowell concurred. In the 
introduction to his 1933 anthology, American Composers on American Music: A Symposium, 
Cowell acknowledged that "American composition, up  until now, has been tied to the 
apron-strings of European musical tradition."27
24 Connelly, The Sleep of Reason. 21-22.
25 Bela Bart6k, "The Relation of Folk Song to the Development of the Art Music of Our Time." In Bela Bartok 
Essays. 322.
26 Marion Bauer, "The Influence of the 'Jazz-Band,'" The Musical Leader 47 (May 29,1924): 518.
27 Henry Cowell, "Trends in American Music." In American Composers on American Music: A Symposium (Palo 
Alto: Stanford University Press, 1933), 13.
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Like many of their Jazz Age peers, Bauer and Cowell worried that America 
m ight never develop a musical tradition comparable to that of Germany. Music's power 
to represent abstract ideas—especially those of national character—gave a special 
urgency to their yearning: they heard the octatonic harmonies of Stravinsky's ballets as 
"Russian," the m azurka rhythm s of Chopin's piano pieces as "Polish,"and the bel canto 
arias of Verdi's operas as "Italian." But to their ears, most American music composed 
between 1800 and 1920 was indistinguishable from German examples of the same 
period. The advent of jazz, however, offered tantalizing promise: if composers could 
integrate its distinctive rhythms, harmonies, and timbres into art music, they w ould 
have a  sure-fire formula for w riting characteristically American music.
These composers faced a quandary, however: America lacked the "peasant 
classes" so essential to the European conception of folk song. Taking their cue from 
European observers like Dvorak, American composers decided that the "melodies which 
grow up  as representative of a more or less uniform musical style among the peasant 
classes—or in any class of an even lower culture" came from black America.28 In the 
1920s and  1930s, Americans used the term "primitive" to signify those characteristics of 
black music that seemed vestiges of African tradition. Americans prized polyrhythms, 
pentatonic scales, and unusual vocal techniques for their power to infuse cultivated 
genres of music w ith raw  energy. At the same time, critics and scholars branded black 
music "bizarre," "naive," and "elementary."29 No m atter how  artistically invigorating 
jazz and spirituals m ight be, they were still viewed as lesser accomplishments than the 
string quartets and tone poems of Europe.
This simultaneous enthusiasm for and antipathy towards black m usic—a 
hallm ark of American prim itivism —had parallels in Europe. As Judit Frigeysi explains 
in her book, Bela Bartok and Tum-of-the-Century Budapest, Bartok esteemed Hungarian 
folk music because he believed the peasants to be "closer to an original understanding of 
life" than the bourgeoisie. Folk songs "represented an original state of musical culture" 
characterized by the "utm ost intensity of expression within the simplest form." At the 
same time, however, Bart6k viewed the peasantry as less intelligent and emotionally
28 Bartdk, "The Relation of Folk Song." 320.
29 Bauer, "The Influence of the 'Jazz-Band/" 518.
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developed than the educated classes. Thus, their music "lacked the sophistication 
necessary to hold the complex feelings of the best art music."30
Likewise, many of jazz's most enthusiastic champions entertained views of black 
Americans that were equally condescending. Marion Bauer, for example, marveled at 
the fact that "jazz is the first occidental music to employ the quarter-tone," and 
speculated that its presence in popular song represented a "return to natural sound." At 
the same time, she described jazz as "the offspring of the dregs of the civilized world," 
and  opined that only an "alchemist" could transform "materials of such vile origin" into 
a genuine American masterpiece.31
The anti-establishment agenda of primitivism particularly suited American 
ambivalence towards its European cultural heritage. As Bauer noted in 1924, the 
enthusiasm for primitive music stemmed from profound disillusionment w ith the 
learned styles of Europe. "Today, one claims a return to rhythm, to brutality, to noise, as 
a reaction from a period of precocity and intellectualism," she argued in "The Influence 
of the 'Jazz-Band.'"32 An intimately related idea was the notion that white America's 
folk traditions—Sacred H arp singing, country fiddling, sentimental ballads—lacked the 
"noise" and "rhythm s" so essential to repudiating European-influenced concert music. 
Composer Louis Gruenberg, for example, argued that the "various races that constitute 
the American people brought from their native homes their inherited musical instincts, 
and  in this w ay we received English, Irish, Russian, German, French, Italian, and other 
national ingredients out of which... our musical life was constructed." None of these 
im ported folk-styles, however, had  "the primitive impulse as its basis." Only jazz, with 
its insistent rhythm s and  unconventional harmonies, fell into the category of "primitive" 
music, music that was "completely undeveloped and awaiting our exploitation."33
Though many tum-of-the-century composers had sought similar inspiration in 
Native American music, the enthusiasm for Indian dances and chants subsided as the 
memory of W ounded Knee was supplanted by that of W orld W ar I. A rthur Farweil
30 Judit Frigeysi, Bela Bartok and Turn-of-the-Century Budapest (Los Angeles: University of California Press, 
1998), 152.
31 Bauer, "The Influence of the 'Jazz-Band.'" 518.
32 Bauer, "The Influence of the 'Jazz-Band.'" 518.
33 Louis Gruenberg, "Jazz As a Starting Point," The Musical Leader 49 (May 28,1925): 594.
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(1872-1952) was am ong the m any Americans exploring the possibility of Indian music 
in the first decades of the twentieth century in pieces such as Impressions of the Wa-Wan 
Ceremony of the Omahas (1905), Navajo War Dance (1905), and Three Indian Songs (1908). A 
few composers continued mining this vein into the 1920s. In 1926, for example, The New 
York Times reported that the American G rand Opera Company of Seattle planned to 
stage Winona, an "Indian opera" by Alberto Bimboni.34
By and large, however, most Jazz Age Americans interested in the "primitive" 
were building on the w ork of white composers like Henry Gilbert—best know n for 
Dance in the Place Congo (1908; revised in 1916)—and Louis G ruenberg—know n for The 
Daniel Jazz (1924) and Jazzberries (1925). Many of their compositions were burdened by 
minstrel-era stereotypes of African-Americans as lazy, impetuous, incapable of 
reasoning, and not far removed from  their jungle origins. When Gilbert's ballet Dance in 
the Place Congo prem iered at the M etropolitan Opera House in 1918, for example, a 
reviewer for the Boston Evening Transcript described the ballet's setting as "a flat space 
beside the bayou, overhung w ith trees, surrounded by the huts of the lazy slaves" where 
the "pickaninnies dance across the stage, or stride about, eating their watermelon."35 
Gruenberg's 1933 opera The Emperor Jones abounded in similar racist cliches. The cast 
included a "Congo-witch doctor" decked out in antelope horns and an animal pelt; a 
native leader who resembled an "aped-faced old savage... dressed only in a  loincloth"; 
and  a chorus of shrieking natives.36 Gruenberg used polytonal chords and African 
drum s to suggest the violent, bestial nature of O'Neill's characters.
Gershwin was keenly aware of the rhetoric that accompanied such compositions, 
a rhetoric that stretched back to Dvorak's oft-quoted statement that "negro melodies... 
are the folk-songs of America, and  your composers m ust tu rn  to them."37 In the decades 
following Dvorak's remarks, m any composers w ith similar musical objectives had
34 For a discussion of American Indian music's influence on nationalist composers, see Tara Browner, 
"'Breathing the Indian Spirit': Thoughts on Musical Borrowing and the 'Indianist' Movement," American 
Music 15 (Fall 1997). For information on Winona, see Hollister Noble, "Native American Opera Proves 
Elusive," The New York Times (November 21,1926): IV: 4,18.
35 Hiram Moderwell, newspaper article, March 25,1918. Quoted in Macdonald Smith Moore, Yankee Blues: 
Musical Culture and American Identity (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1985), 80-81.
36 Eugene O'Neill. Anna Christie/The Emperor Jones/The Hairy Ape (New York: Random House, Inc., 1995), 36- 
37,39.
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publicly declared their affinity for spirituals and jazz in The New York Times, The 
Outlook, Musical America, Modem Music, The Nation, and Vanity Fair. In 1918, for example, 
the African-American composer R. Nathaniel Dett told Musical America that the United 
States had  "a w onderful store of folk m usic—the melodies of an enslaved people who 
poured out their longings, their griefs and their aspirations in the one great, universal 
language/' Dett directed American composers to "take the rough timber of Negro 
themes" and  "fashion" operas, concertos, and chamber music that "will prove that we, 
too, have national feelings and characteristics, as have the European people whose forms 
we have zealously followed for so long."38 Gruenberg contributed a similar manifesto to 
the fledgling journal Modem Music in 1924. He argued that "we have at least three rich 
veins indigenous to America alone: Jazz, Negro spirituals, and Indian chants." These 
folk-song sources could form the cornerstone of a "new idiom," one that expressed the 
"decidedly" American personality "recognizable the w orld over."39
In an essay that appeared in Henry Cowell's 1933 volume American Composers on 
American Music: A Symposium, Gershwin reiterated ideas found in Dett's and  
Gruenberg's articles, arguing that "the great music of the past" has been "built on folk 
music." Gershwin acknowledged that m any different genres, among them "jazz, 
ragtime, Negro spirituals and blues, country fiddling, and cowboy songs," could 
provide the "foundation for. development" of a  national "art music," but that jazz 
captured the "feeling of the American people more than any other style of folk music."40
Gershwin again invoked the rhetoric of the American musical nationalists during 
his Charleston trips. He insisted that Porgy and Bess was more than just a revue of 
spirituals; it was a traditional European opera infused with the signature elements of 
African-American music. The resulting hybrid, he argued, w ould be the first American 
opera of comparable stature to nationalist masterpieces by Wagner and Mussorgsky. 
"The production will be a serious attem pt to pu t in operatic form a purely American 
theme," he declared. "If I am  successful, it will resemble a combination of the dram a and
37 Antonin Dvorak, magazine article, July 1893. Quoted in Eileen Southern, The Music of Black Americans: A 
History. 3rd edition (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1997), 267.
38 May Stanley, quoted in Eileen Southern, The Music of Black Americans. 280.
39 Louis Gruenberg, "For An American Gesture," Modern Music 1 (June, 1924): 27.
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romance of 'Carm en' and  the beauty of 'Meistersinger.' I believe it will be something 
that has never been done before. Green Pastures? This will be infinitely more 
sophisticated."41 At the same time, Gershwin was striving to escape some of the 
primitivist cliches that had  dogged Gilbert and Gruenberg. Though Gershwin had  m any 
motives for visiting Charleston, his search for "real negroes of the South Carolina 
Lowcountry" reflected his desire to avoid the mistakes he had  made in his first foray 
into opera, Blue Monday (1922)42
40 George Gershwin, "The Relation of Jazz to American Music." In American Composers on American Music. 
186-87.
41 "Gershwin Gets His Music Cues For 'Porgy' on Carolina Beach," V:2.
42 "Gershwin Arrives to Plan Opera on 'Porgy'." The Charleston News and Courier (December 4,1931), 1.
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SECTION III 
PRELUDE TO THE CHARLESTON TRIPS
Blue Monday, a twenty-five minute operetta in George W hite's revue, Scandals of 
1922, was Gershwin's first attem pt to incorporate African-American elements into a 
European musical form. Featuring a plot and characters that, in  the w ords of one 
Gershwin biographer, suggested "the worst of nineteenth-century Italian verismo" rather 
than the Harlem locale in which the story took place, Blue Monday alienated audiences.43 
Reviewer Charles D am ton of The New York World offered the most famous and 
dismissive appraisal of Gershwin's freshman effort. After seeing the premiere of 
Scandals, D am ton charged Gershwin w ith writing "the most dismal, stupid, and 
incredible blackface sketch that has probably ever been perpetuated."44 Although 
bandleader Paul Whiteman w ould restage the opera in 1926 with a new  title (135th Street) 
and  new orchestration by Ferde Grofe, George White bowed to critical pressure and 
dropped Blue Monday from Scandals of 1922.
From D am ton's comments, Gershwin learned two lessons. First, the credibility of 
an  opera based on black themes was seriously jeopardized by corked-up white 
performers. Second, the music needed to play a definitive role in establishing the story's 
location in the black community. As biographer Charles Schwartz points out, Blue 
Monday's score sounded more like the music of Tin Pan Alley than the "hot" jazz of its 
Harlem locale.45
DuBose H eyw ard's novel Porgy—published in 1924—rekindled Gershwin's 
operatic imagination. Porgy depicted an impoverished black community in Charleston 
with vivid references to folk custom as well as colorful phrases in Gullah, the local patois
43 Charles Schwartz, Gershwin: His Life and Music. (New York: The Bobbs-Merrill Company/1973). 61.
44 Charles Damton, newspaper review, August 29,1922. Quoted in Schwartz, Gershwin: His Life and Music.
61.
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of English and West African that had  survived in and around the Low Country long 
after the demise of slavery. The melodrama so familiar to opera audiences—the beggar 
Porgy's ill-fated romance with the hard-drinking, dow ntrodden Bess—was almost 
incidental to the evocation of black life in Charleston.
In Heyw ard's novel, Gershwin found the answer to his previous dilemma. Here 
was a source that seemed unimpeachably "authentic" in its portrayal of black characters, 
customs, and dialect. A nd in Heyward, Gershwin recognized someone equally 
fascinated w ith the "primitive" aspects of black culture and skilled in presenting black 
folkways to white audiences. He first approached Heyward in 1926 w ith a proposal to 
adapt Porgy for the opera house, but, lacking confidence in his composing skills, d id  not 
begin earnest negotiations w ith the w riter until 1933. In the meantime, H eyw ard and his 
wife Dorothy adapted Porgy for the stage. Their play captivated audiences in 1927 with 
its dramatic use of traditional spirituals and  work songs. Gershwin, however, was 
unfazed by the transformation of the novel into a  successful play and  in 1933 forged 
ahead w ith plans to write a grand opera on a "Negro theme," finally closing a deed w ith 
H eyw ard and the Theater Guild in November.
Once the deal was signed, Heyw ard began urging Gershwin to visit Charleston 
so that he could imbibe the local music and language. Like dozens of other white artists 
and  folklorists, H eyw ard viewed the local black population—know n as the Gullah or 
Geechee people—as being closer to their African roots than blacks living in Northern 
cities.46 For nearly a century, pilgrims such as Laura Towne, Elsie Clews Parsons, and 
R.W. Gordon had  traveled to Charleston area to observe the Gullah w ay of life, which 
had  remained relatively unchanged since the end of the eighteenth century w hen Gullah 
ancestors were first im ported from West Africa to the rice and indigo plantations of the 
Sea Islands.
45 Schwartz, Gershwin: His Life and Music. 61.
46 The term Gullah is a corruption of Angola, where many tum-of-the-century historians erroneously believed 
the Low Country slaves had come from. Although Heyward and many of his contemporaries used the term 
more generically to refer to all Low Country blacks, Gullah originally applied to the black population of the 
Sea Islands, a long archipelago that hugs the South Carolina and Georgia coastline. The term Geechee, more 
commonly used to refer inhabitants of the Georgia Sea Islands, may come from Gidzi, a language spoken by 
the present-day residents of Liberia. See Patricia Jones-Jackson, When Roots Die: Endangered Traditions on the 
Sea Islands (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1987), 133.
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Sea Island geography created conditions ripe for the retention of African 
customs. The sultry climate and  relative remoteness of the islands deterred the 
establishment of white communities. Most planters were absentee landlords who visited 
their farms only during the height of harvesting season, creating a gross imbalance in 
the slave-to-white ratio: in 1850, for example, 112 white males were outnum bered by 
3,581 slaves in one of the region's largest and  most accessible parishes.47 Unlike their 
counterparts in the Tidewater or Chesapeake areas, Sea Island slaves seldom labored 
under the direct supervision of white overseers. Their limited need to communicate with 
whites gave rise to a creole that blended African and English vocabulary w ith African 
syntax. The lexicon was draw n from a host of related West African languages—Hausa, 
Kongo, Vai, Wolof, Twi, Kikongo, Kongo, Mandingo, Temne, Ibebio, Igbo, and  G a— 
reflecting the slave com m unity's diverse origins. Over time, as memories of the Old 
W orld dimmed, fewer African w ords remained in the vocabulary, though Gullah 
retained many of the grammatical constructions of its West African progenitors.
Other Africanisms—such as decorating funeral m ounds w ith the deceased's 
belongings—persisted in the Sea Islands as well. But it was the distinctive music-making 
and story-telling practices that drew  folklorists to the region. W hen northern 
abolitionists began missionary work among the recently-emancipated Sea Island slaves, 
they encountered a style of religious dance wholly unfamiliar to them. Thomas 
W entworth Higginson, a New England clergyman, provided one of the m ost famous 
and vivid descriptions of this dance, know n to locals as "shouting" or "ring shout." In a 
"little booth m ade neatly of palm  leaves covered in on top," Higginson recalled, men 
chanted "at the top of their voices," "accompanied with a regular drum m ing of the feet 
and  clapping of the hands, like castanets." The shouters then formed a "circle" "winding 
monotonously round some one in the centre," the dance growing in intensity as the 
singers repeated "obscure syllables" w ith "slight variations interwoven."48 Diary entries 
and  field reports of Sea Island residents provide a  similar depiction of Gullah music- 
making.
47 T.J. Woofter, Black Yeomanry: Life on St. Helena Island (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1930), 23.
48 Thomas Wentworth Higginson, diary entry, 1862. Quoted in Dena J. Epstein, Sinful Tunes and Spirituals: 
Black Folk Music to the Civil War (Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1977), 281.
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Between 1864 and 1867, Higginson published a series of ground-breaking 
articles in The Atlantic Monthly on African-American music. He attem pted to describe 
ring shout, spirituals, field hollers, and chanteys for an audience of white northerners 
wholly unfamiliar w ith black music-making. He also contributed to the first published 
collection of spirituals, Slave Songs of the United States (1867), which featured more than 
70 Sea Island songs that had  been gathered by Higginson, Laura Towne, and others in 
the years immediately following emancipation. The missionaries' attempts to transcribe 
blue notes, cross-rhythms, and dialect were crude and clumsy; many of the melodies 
were simplified to conform to the principles of western diatonic notation, eradicating 
some of the m usic's most distinctive features. Though some missionaries appreciated the 
haunting, m odal quality of the vocal lines, not surprisingly, most devoted their attention 
to praising the more obviously Christian element of the shout: its simple, direct lyrics 
celebrating the heroism of Moses and Noah.
The region's music continued to attract white interest well into the twentieth 
century. A new  breed of visitor came in the 1920s, however. Arm ed with portable 
recording equipment, folklorists such as R.W. Gordon and Lydia Parrish were 
determ ined both to document Sea Island spirituals accurately and to demonstrate 
definitive links w ith African musical practice. As Gordon explained in a 1927 New York 
Times article:
Too many of the collections now in print have been marred by 
careless editing; versions from different periods have often been 
combined to form a 'complete7 version, or condensions [sicl have 
been made by the omission of all that seemed incongruous or 
not understandable. Very little attention has been paid to any 
tracing of origins or to the study and interpretation of local 
differences.49
Both Gordon and Parrish published their findings, Gordon in a 1927 series of articles 
called "Folk Songs of America" that covered the gam ut from ring shout to black sea- 
chanteys, and Parrish in a 1942 volume entitled Slave Songs of the Georgia Sea Islands. As 
John and Alan Lomax w ould do in the late 1930s, Gordon also m ade num erous field 
recordings of the music for the Library of Congress's newly-created Folklife Archive, 
some of which were issued commercially in the late 1920s.
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In the same spirit, tum-of-the-century folklorists such as Joel Chandler Harris, 
Charles C. Jones, Elsie Clews Parsons, and Ambrose Gonzales spent time among the 
Gullah collecting folktales. The antics of Ber Rabbit (known to most Americans as Bre'r, 
or Brother, Rabbit), Ber Buzzard, and Nnabe the tortoise h ad  clear parallels in Africa, 
where griots, or storytellers, regaled audiences w ith tales of small, cunning animals who 
outwitted their more powerful neighbors. Other stories persisted as well: the Igbo 
"singing bones" genre, in which the bones of a m urder victim reveal the name of his 
killer, continued to be a favorite among the Gullah as late as the 1980s.50
Gullah lore and music beguiled white artists like DuBose H eyward for many of 
the same reasons as they intrigued folklorists: the Gullah language, dance steps, stories, 
and  songs bore the unmistakable stam p of Africa. The Gullah w ay of life also held 
romantic appeal for artists disenchanted w ith the steady march of Southern 
urbanization. Untouched by such m odem  conveniences as running water, electricity, or 
paved roads, residents of the more remote islands continued to farm, raise children, and 
treat maladies in the same fashion as their forebears. Charieston-bom poet Hervey Allen 
summ arized the symbolic allure of the Sea Islands in his 1924 book Carolina Chansons:
There is a deliberateness in all sea-island ways,
As alien to our days as stone wheels are.
The Islands cannot see the use of life 
Which only lives for change...
For all their poverty/
These patient black men live 
A life rich in warm colors of the fields,
Sunshine and hearty foods,
Delighted with the gifts that earth can give,
And old tales of Plateye and Bre'r Rabbit.51
The reality, of course, was rather different than Allen and Heyward imagined. 
Though m any of the islands remained cut off from Charleston, accessible only by boat, 
the new century clearly left its im print on Gullah life. The advent of radio and 
phonographs introduced new  songs and stories into the island repertoire.52 Limited
49 R.W. Gordon, "Folk Songs of America: The Spirituals," The New York Times (February 2,1927): IV: 7.
50 Jones-Jackson, When Roots Die. 111.
51 Hervey Allen and DuBose Heyward, Carolina Chansons: Legends of the Low-Country (New York: MacMillan, 
1924), 66-70.
52 Jones-Jackson notes that the 1940s Louis Jordan song, "Straighten Up and Fly Right," was inspired by the 
popular African-American folk-tale about Brer Buzzard and Brer Monkey. In a rendition of the Buzzard and
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natural resources and job opportunities sparked an exodus from the islands to 
Charleston, Savannah, Philadelphia, and New York City that began in the 1930s. And 
the building of bridges from the mainland to James, Johns, and St. Helena islands 
brought an  influx of white vacationers to a region whose climate they had  once deemed 
hazardous to the health.
One thing rem ained unchanged in the face of modernization, however: the black 
population was never subject to white domination. Since the creation of the Freedman's 
Bureau in 1865, m any island residents had  owned their land outright, avoiding the 
vicious cycle of debt associated w ith Delta sharecropping. The population, too, was still 
remarkably isolated from white society. As late as 1940, blacks outnum bered whites by 
as much as a sixteen-to-one m argin on Edisto, James, Johns, W admalaw, and  St. Helena 
Islands.53 More importantly, most Sea Island institutions for social governance were 
completely w ithin the black community. Sociologist T.J. Woofter noted in  his 1930 study 
of St. Helena Island that from 1910 to 1930, the num ber of criminal cases referred to the 
circuit court averaged only two per year. Instead, church councils policed the 
communities, hearing disputes and meting out punishments for all but the most serious 
crimes.54
For Low Country novelists like Julia Peterkin and Heyward, therefore, the 
Gullah represented the very essence of folk culture. (Even H eyw ard's characters—who 
inhabit pre-W orld War I Charleston—seemed as untainted by m odernization and the 
dom inant culture's values as Peterkin's antebellum plantation-dwellers.) In Peterkin's 
Black April (1927) and Heyw ard's Porgy, both authors carefully reconstructed Gullah 
dialect and  custom to depict African-Americans as fully-realized characters. As scholar 
Susan Millar Williams points out, Peterkin's characters "have ancestors and histories" 
and  "speak a distinctive regional language instead of a comic dialect."55 Likewise,
H eyw ard's story offers up  lengthy descriptions of local practices not to ridicule them but
/
Monkey story popular on Wadmalaw Island in the 1980s, storytellers made reference to Jordan's song, 
drawing listeners in by encouraging them to sing lines from the song at key moments in the story. See Jones- 
Jackson, When Roots Die. 105.
53 Jones-Jackson, When Roots Die. 11.
54 Woofter, Black Yeomanry. 238-239.
55 Julia Peterkin, Black April. Reprint of the 1927 edition with a foreword by Susan Millar Williams (Athens: 
University of Georgia Press, 1995), ix.
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to underscore the Gullah's African ancestry. More importantly, Peterkin and Heyward 
brought a local perspective to their novels: both were descended from slave-owning 
Charleston families and had  exposure to Gullah-speaking people. Their works reflected 
their insider knowledge of local tradition; descriptions of hoodoo, midwifing techniques, 
and ring shout form integral elements of Black April and Porgy, not splashes of local 
color.
Gershwin needed just such an insider to help him  create an opera that would be 
more than a grand opera w ith an American backdrop. Though less interested in 
preserving the rituals he observed than other Sea Island pilgrim s—such as Lomax, 
Parsons, Gordon, and H eyw ard—Gershwin clearly viewed his trips to the region as an 
essential step in creating a  genuine folk opera. "I felt that I should come to Charleston 
and see w hat it's like and study the negroes as best I can," he told journalist Frank 
Gilbreth during his 1933 visit. "I w ant to absorb as much as I can."56
56 "George Gershwin Arrives to Plan Opera on 'Porgy/" 1.
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SECTION IV
THE TRIPS TO CHARLESTON
Heyward, too, had  motivation for encouraging Gershwin's visit. H eyw ard was 
eager to preserve the tone of his novel as it w as translated to other mediums. Though he 
recognized that m any of the didactic interludes on ring shout, "plat-eye ha'nts,"57 
omens, and  herbal remedies w ould have to be trim m ed from the libretto in the interest 
of time, he w anted to preserve the authentic atmosphere of Porgy. Thus, he urged 
Gershwin to come visit Charleston to hear for himself the shouts, prayers, and  w ork 
songs that had  inspired the original novel.
On March 2,1934, H eyw ard fired off a cranky missive to Gershwin. "I have been 
hearing you on the radio," he wrote, "and the reception is so good it seemed as though 
you were in the room. In fact, the illusion was so perfect I could hardly keep from 
yelling at you 'Swell show, George, but w hat the hell is the news about PORGY!!!'"58 
Nearly three months had  passed since Gershwin's brief stopover in Charleston, SC. 
During that December, 1933 visit, H eyw ard accompanied Gershwin to an "experience 
service"59 at the Macedonia Church; to the waterfront, where they listened to the colorful 
cries of "fish and vegetable hucksters"60; and  to Cabbage Row, the real-life inspiration 
for the opera's setting.61 But H eyw ard felt that Gershwin's two-day visit had  barely 
exposed the composer to the sounds of Charleston's Gullah population. H eyw ard urged 
Gershwin to return for a lengthier stay so that he might get "deep into the sources 
here."62 Another three months lapsed before Gershwin's radio contract perm itted him  to 
board a train for South Carolina. He arrived on June 19,1934, setting up  shop for a one-
57 In the Gullah tradition, a "plat-eye ha'nt" is a kind of poltergeist or malicious spirit that lives in wooded 
areas and swampy lowlands.
58 Letter from Dubose Heyward to George Gershwin, March 2,1934. Quoted in Edward D. Jablonski and 
Lawrence D. Stewart, The Gershwin Years: George and Ira. 2nd ed. (New York: Da Capo Press, 1992), 211-12.
59 At an "experience service," men and women stand before the congregation and "testify," or relate 
experiences that lead to their initial conversion or renewal of faith in God.
60 "George Gershwin Arrives to Plan Opera 'Porgy.'" 1.
61 "Gershwin Back to Finish Work on New Opera." 14.
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m onth stay on Folly Island, just a short distance from Charleston.
During his stay at Folly Island, Gershwin met daily w ith H eyw ard to w ork on 
Act I of the opera. They m ade occasional excursions to neighboring James Island to 
observe Gullah music-making in a variety of informal settings as well as in the context of 
religious services. Gershwin also indulged in non-musical activities, playing rounds of 
golf w ith cousin Henry Botkin, judging a beauty contest at the Folly Island Pier, and 
watching sea turtles come ashore to nest. At the end of his stay, he accompanied 
H eyw ard to Hendersonville, North Carolina, where H eyw ard owned a sum m er cottage. 
During this two-day layover in  North Carolina, Gershwin and H eyw ard chanced upon a 
Pentecostal church service in progress, a service that the composer w ould later cite as 
the inspiration for the six-voice prayer in Act II, Scene iv. Gershwin then returned to 
New York City in  late July.
Among the more musically fortuitous events of the trip was a specially-arranged 
performance by the Charleston Society for the Preservation of the Spiritual.63 Formed in 
1922, the Society claimed seventy-six members, most of who hailed from Charleston's 
well-to-do white society. They collected, arranged, and  performed the traditional music 
of the Low Country's black population. In their statement of purpose, Society members 
pledged to "take advantage of all reasonable opportunities of hearing [spirituals] sung 
by the negroes, particularly in out of the w ay places, where they are still sung as they 
used to be." This distinction was crucial for them. They were determined to preserve not 
only the melodies and  the texts, but the very "character and rendition" of the songs as 
perform ed by African-Americans.64
To "educate the rising generation" about the vanishing folksong tradition, the 
Society launched a three-pronged initiative of concerts, archival recordings, and 
publications. They made their debut at St. Phillip's Church in Charleston on May 4,1923
62 Letter from DuBose Heyward to George Gershwin, March 2,1934.
631 am not certain as to the date of the concert. I could find no mention of it in any of the newspaper 
coverage; my sole source of information about this concert is Hollis Alpert. Alpert does not cite where he 
learned of the concert; my guess is that Gershwin mentioned it in some of the less-frequently quoted 
correspondence from this period. Given Heyward's fascination with Gullah culture and his contributions to 
the Society's 1931 publication, The Carolina Law-Country, it seems quite probable that Heyward introduced 
Gershwin to the Society and its repertoire. See Hollis Alpert, The Life and Times of Porgy and Bess, An 
American Classic (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1990), 89.
64 Augustine T. Smythe et al. The Carolina Law-Country (New York: Macmillan Company, 1931), vi-vii.
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w ith twenty members. As their numbers grew, they began touring, bringing their re­
creations to cities in South Carolina, Georgia, New York, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and 
Massachusetts. Their concerts attracted sufficient attention to merit mention in African- 
American philosopher Alain Locke's 1936 treatise, The Negro and His Music. "A 'Society 
for the Preservation of the Spirituals' organized in Charleston, SC by a white singing 
organization," he wrote, "is a striking symbol of this common duty to restore them  to 
dignity and  respect."65
The Society also dedicated considerable effort to making recordings of the music, 
captured both in the field and recreated in the concert hall. In 1937, the Society donated 
more than 30 hours of 78 RPM discs to the Library of Congress. Not only does the 
collection feature samples of spirituals and  w ork songs, but it also contains more 
unusual material such as calls m ade by fish, fruit, and vegetable vendors on the 
Charleston docks.66 The Society's most lasting contribution, however, was the 
publication of The Carolina Low Country (1931), an anthology of essays, poems, drawings, 
and  fiction expressing "die feelings of the members of the Society and  all others of 
similar heritage towards the songs themselves, and the black people who sing them, and 
towards the region in which they live, its natural aspects, its history, its triumphs, 
defeats, despairs, and  recoveries."67 DuBose H eyw ard and R.W. Gordon both 
contributed essays to The Carolina Low Country, H eyw ard on the lingering effects of 
slavery on race relations and Gordon on regional spirituals.
H eyw ard's fascination with local black customs dovetailed nicely with the 
group's mission of preserving regional music. In his 1927 staging of Porgy, Heyward had  
borrowed several pieces from the Society's repertoire: "Somebody Knockin' at De 
Door," "W 'en I'm  A-Gone," and "Prim us' Lan'." The Society's June 1934 concert 
(presumably given in honor of Gershwin) m ay have provided Gershwin with his first 
sustained exposure to the texts and  melodies of the Sea Islands—even if the 
performances themselves d id  not accurately reflect local practice. More importantly, 
H eyw ard's involvement in this group had  taught him  a great deal about the region's
65 Alain Locke, The Negro and His Music (Washington, DC: Associates in Negro Folk Education, 1936), 25.
66 Some Society members recorded themselves performing these street calls.
67 Smythe, The Carolina Low-Country, vii.
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music, knowledge that he was eager to impart to Gershwin.
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SECTION V
LATER ASSESSMENTS OF THE CHARLESTON TRIPS
Among Gershwin's biographers, there is a remarkable consensus on the events 
and  purpose of the composer's second trip to Charleston in 1934. Most agree that 
Gershwin went to appease H eyw ard (who w orried that long-distance collaboration was 
im peding Porgy and Bess's development) and to hear spirituals in an  effort to spice his 
score w ith authentic regional flavor. A nd most biographers concede that Gershwin also 
w ent to Charleston for a  vacation, though some authors—such as Edith Garson68 and 
Robert Payne—tend to ignore Gershwin's non-musical activities in their romantic 
accounts of Gershwin communing w ith the "folk."
In the presentation of the details, too, there is considerable overlap among the 
w ork of David Ewen, Edw ard Jablonski, Charles Schwartz, Robert Payne, and Hollis 
Alpert. All characterize Gershwin's living quarters as "primitive," describing his Folly 
Island cottage as "bare," furnished only w ith a wrought-iron bed, an upright piano, a 
w ash basin, and a "naked" light bulb hung from the ceiling. They also stress that 
Gershwin viewed his trips to neighboring James Island as an  anthropologist m ight view 
a visit to a Pueblo village: James Island w as a "laboratory" for collecting folk material 
and  observing black music-making. In their accounts of his trips into the field, too, these 
authors present a remarkably united front. All include DuBose H eyw ard's recollection 
that Gershwin participated in a ring shout, joining the circle of shuffling, clapping 
spiritual singers only to steal the show from the group's "champion shouter" w ith more 
elaborate dance moves and  clapping patterns. And all provide similarly colorful
68 After Isaac Goldberg's death in 1938, Edith Garson completed Goldberg's biography George Gershwin. 
Since she wrote the chapters on Porgy and Bess, I refer to her in discussions of this portion of Goldberg's 
Gershwin biography.
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descriptions of the Pentecostal prayer service that Gershwin and H eyw ard attended in 
Hendersonville, North Carolina.69
A limited pool of source materials helps explain some of these narrative 
similarities. Jablonski, Schwartz, Payne, and Alpert all quote from a June 23,1934 letter 
Gershwin wrote to his m other in which he compares his surroundings to a "battered old 
South Sea Island." Frank Gilbreth's three articles for The News and Courier are another 
oft-quoted source in these Gershwin biographies; almost all of Gershwin's biographers 
describe the composer as "bare and  black above the waist" during his stay at Folly 
Island.
The most influential source, however, was DuBose H eyw ard's 1938 article, 
"Porgy and Bess Return on Wings of Song," published a year after Gershwin's death. 
Both the shouting incident and the description of the Pentecostal service (and its 
subsequent impact on Gershwin) come from this essay. More significantly, it is the tone 
of H eyw ard's article as much as the anecdotes, that plays a major role in shaping the 
literature on the Charleston trips. H eyw ard's accounts of ring shouts and  prayer services 
are so vivid that biographers have taken it for granted that the Charleston trips 
influenced Porgy and Bess. But to accept the language and content of "Wings of Song" 
w ithout probing H eyw ard's motives or examining the opera's score limits the 
biographer's ability to comment meaningfully on Gershwin's use of Gullah elements in 
Porgy and Bess.
One point overlooked by Gershwin biographers is the timing of H eyw ard's 
essay, w ritten less than a year after the composer's death. Assessing his collaborator's 
musical skill and instinctive appreciation for black folk-song, Heyward adopts an elegiac 
tone that inflates Gershwin's and  diminishes his own contributions to Porgy and Bess. 
H eyw ard casts himself as a minor player to emphasize the significance of Gershwin's 
achievement in  creating an American opera that simultaneously evoked the "primitive" 
sound of Low Country spirituals and the grandeur of such European masterpieces as 
Tristan und Isolde.
69 Gershwin's biographers differ somewhat on the date and location of this event. Almost all believe that the 
"Holy Rollers" cabin visited by Heyward and Gershwin was located outside of Hendersonville, NC, where
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Another point ignored by biographers is the essay's fervid tone. H eyw ard's 
adjective choices and anecdotes reveal his fascination with the "prim itive"—an 
obsession that permeates his letters, essays, plays, and poetry. On February 6,1934, for 
example, H eyw ard had  reported to Gershwin that he had  unearthed some Gullah 
dances and songs suitable for the Kittiwah Island picnic scene. In a letter accompanying 
his first draft of Act II, Scene ii, H eyw ard wrote Gershwin, "I have incorporated material 
that is authentic and plenty 'ho t.'"70 This "hot" material included "a type of secular 
dance that is done [in the Sea Islands] that is straight from the African phallic dance, and 
that is undoubtedly a complete survival." He also suggested that a "native band of 
harmonic[a]s, combs, etc." would, in concert w ith the phallic dance, "make an 
extraordinary introduction to the primitive scene between Crown and Bess."71 In a 
toned-dow n form, H eyw ard's secular dance became the ensemble num ber "I A in't Got 
No Shame" that had  several choruses consisting only of "primitive" syllables to be 
perform ed over "African drum s" and m arked by Gershwin con brio e molto barbaro.
Similar images of "primitive" Africans fill the pages of H eyw ard's prose. In the 
novel Porgy, H eyw ard describes his protagonist as a noble savage not far removed from 
his ancestral homeland: "There is a suggestion of the mystic in [Porgy's] thoughtful, 
sensitive face," H eyw ard wrote. "[Porgy] is black, w ith the almost purple blackness of 
unadulterated Congo blood."72 H eyw ard also relies heavily on dialect and  folk custom 
to give both his novel and play a more authentic atmosphere. The stage directions for 
Porgy, for example, portray Catfish Row as a  preserve of undiluted African customs:
As the curtain rises, revealing Catfish Row on a summer 
evening, the court reechoes with African laughter and friendly 
banter in 'Gullah/ the language of the Charleston Negro, which 
still retains many African words. The audience understands 
none of i t  Like the laughter and movement, the twanging of a 
guitar from an upper window, the dancing of an urchin with a 
loose, shuffling step, it is part of the picture of Catfish Row as it
Heyward had a summer home. Jablonski provides no date or location information, while Edith Garson 
confuses an experience from Gershwin's first trip with the "Holy Rollers" episode.
70 By "hot," both Heyward and Gershwin meant music that was fast, loud, and had overtly sexual qualities.
71 Letter fromDuBose Heyward to George Gershwin, February 6,1934. Quoted in Ewen, George Gershwin: 
His Journey to Greatness. 220.
72 DuBose Heyward, Porgy (New York: The Modem Library, 1931), 42.
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really is—an alien scene, a people as little known to most Americans as the 
people of the Congo.73
Other semi-didactic presentations of superstition and folk practice—including lengthy 
discourses on omens, conjuring, "plat-eye ha'nts," and shouting—punctuate the play's 
script.
Another point overlooked by biographers is that Heyw ard downplays his role in 
introducing Gershwin to the more African sound of Sea Islands music. H eyw ard 
characterizes Gershwin as a kind of folklorist, attuned to nuances of expression and 
complexity in  black music that most w hites—including H eyw ard—were oblivious to. In 
his account of the Pentecostal prayer service, for example, H eyw ard recalls that 
Gershwin "caught m y arm  and held me. The sound that had  arrested him  was one to 
which, through long familiarity, I attached no special importance. But now, listening to 
it w ith him, and  noticing his excitement, I began to catch its extraordinary quality."74
But H eyw ard's portrayal of himself as musically naive is unconvincing. 
Gershwin clearly relied on Heyw ard to guide him  to the "real" music of Charleston. (In 
preparation for his December 1933 trip, Gershwin revealed his limited knowledge of 
Low Country music by suggesting that the two m en "go to a colored cafe or two" to 
hear regional music, as Gershwin d id  w hen he was interested in hearing the hot jazz of 
Harlem.75) He deferred to Heyw ard's expertise in writing "It Take a Long Pull Tuh Get 
There," consulting H eyw ard for tempo markings and  rhythmic patterns consistent w ith 
the chanteys used by Charleston boatmen. A nd H eyw ard's description of the 
Pentecostal prayer service suggests that he had  a well-developed ear for black music:
It consisted of perhaps a dozen voices raised in loud rhythmic 
prayer. The odd thing about it was that while each started at a 
different time, upon a different theme, they formed a clearly 
defined rhythmic pattern, and that this, with the actual words 
lost and the inevitable pounding of the rhythm, produced an 
effect almost terrifying in its primitive intensity.76
73 Dorothy Heyward and DuBose Heyward, Porgy, A Play in Four Acts, From the Novel by DuBose Heyward. 
The Theatre Guild Acting Version (New York: Doubleday, Page & Company, 1927), 2-3.
74 Heyward, "Porgy and Bess Return on Wings of Song." 39-40.
75 Letter from George Gershwin to DuBose Heyward, December, 1934. Quoted in Schwartz, Gershwin: His 
Life and Music. 253.
76 Heyward, "Porgy and Bess Return on Wings of Song." 39-40.
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H eyw ard's comments also reveal that he shared w ith m any of his 
contemporaries the belief that American Jews had a special role to play in introducing 
mainstream audiences to black music. In a revealing passage, H eyw ard implies that 
despite Gershwin's sophisticated musical ideas, he was, at heart, a sensualist like the 
Gullah themselves:
The most interesting discovery to me, as we sat listening to their 
spirituals, or watched a group shuffling before a cabin or 
country store, was that to George it was more like a homecoming 
than an exploration. The quality in him which had produced the 
Rhapsody in Blue in the most sophisticated city in America, found 
its counterpart in the impulse behind the music and bodily 
rhythms of the simple Negro peasant of the South.77
As cultural historian M acdonald Moore argues in Yankee Blues, there was a long 
tradition of viewing Jews as cultural go-betweens—a view that colored public 
perception of other twentieth-century American composers such as Aaron Copland and 
Ernest Bloch. Moore notes that Jews were frequently "characterized as Oriental 
middlem en between whites and blacks," simultaneously sensual and calculating.78 
Jeffrey Melnick refines Moore's argument, pointing out that Gershwin was one of the 
first Jewish composers to actively embrace the notion that "Jews had  a natural 
propensity—racial a n d /o r  religious—to produce 'Black' music." In num erous 
interviews, Gershwin helped perpetuate the "widely-circulated idea that as a Jew he had 
more or less inherited African-American music, and that out of these materials he was 
legitimately developing an American art music."79
Though H eyw ard is careful not to mention Gershwin's Jewish heritage, other 
biographers seized on this passage from "Wings of Song" to further the argum ent that 
Gershwin was uniquely suited to writing black music for white audiences. After Porgy 
and Bess debuted in 1935, for example, Gershwin biographer Isaac Goldberg pronounced 
Gershwin "our foremost w riter of American-Negroid music," and speculated that 
Gershwin drew  upon the "common Oriental ancestry of both Negro and Jew" for 
authentic inspiration. This theme of cultural consciousness persisted in Gershwin
77 Heyward, "Porgy and Bess Return on Wings of Song." 39.
78 Moore, Yankee Blues: Musical Culture and American Identity. 132.
79 Melnick, A Right to Sing the Blues. 122-23.
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biographies well beyond the 1930s, resurfacing in Robert Payne's Gershwin (1970) and 
Joan Peyser's The Memory of All That (1993). The argum ent in these works is more 
refined; Jews are no longer identified as a "race" by either Payne or Peyser, but both 
authors assert that Gershwin's Jewish identity, w ith its attendant similarities to African- 
American experience, afforded him an insider's perspective on black musical practice.80 
Payne, for instance, claims that "a group of Gullah Negroes shuffling along a dusty road 
or lifting their voices in spirituals" produced in Gershwin "an almost terrifying sense of 
communion."81 This sense of communion, Payne argues, is evident in Porgy and Bess's 
adm ixture of Jewish and black music:
The roots of the melodies and nearly all the most haunting 
passages of Porgy and Bess can be traced to Chassidic sources 
mingled with Gullah. The burial scene in the opera derives it 
power from ancient Jewish laments. Porgy is not wholly Negro.
There are times when he wears the face of a young Jewish exile 
singing the Lord's song in a strange land.82
Reviewing the w ork of Ewen, Jablonski, Schwartz, Payne, and  Alpert reveals a 
clear pattern. Gershwin's biographers have used Heyw ard's essay for two purposes: to 
enliven their accounts of how  Porgy and Bess came into being and to suggest quickly— 
but not explicitly—a connection between w hat Gershwin heard in  the field and the 
"exotic" effects in such numbers as "O, Doctor Jesus." To move beyond these two 
perspectives developed by Gershwin biographers, however, we need to examine the 
actual score for evidence of Gullah musical practices.
80 For further discussion of Joan Peyser's treatment of this delicate subject, see Melnick, A Right to Sing the 
Blues, 244.
81 Robert Payne, Gershwin (New York: Pyramid Books, 1960), 136.
82 Ibid. 137.
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SECTION VI 
THE QUESTION OP MUSICAL "AUTHENTICITY"
The first generation of Gershwin scholars—such as Jablonski and Ew en—lacked 
the music theory background necessary for analyzing the structures, harmonies, and  
motives in Porgy and Bess. Though they agreed that black influence was evident in 
Gershwin's score, their analyses tended to be vague, praising Gershwin for his 
"intuitive" ability to write music that sounded authentically African-American without 
referring to specific features of the score in support of their arguments. Only in the last 
ten years have musicologists have begun to scrutinize Porgy and Bess w ith the same 
degree of sophistication reserved for canonical operas such as Tristan und Isolde. Like 
their predecessors, scholars such as Stephen Gilbert and John A ndrew Johnson have 
acknowledged the African-American influence in Porgy and Bess. But the bulk of their 
analyses have focused on Gershwin's orchestration, use of leitmotivs, and self-quotation, 
relegating discussion of possible Gullah influence to a few sentences.83
This tendency to assume African-American influence without substantiation can 
be traced back to the initial reviews of Porgy and Bess. In 1935, for example, critics Irving 
Kolodin and Olin Downes took great pains to catalogue the various influences manifest 
in  Porgy and Bess. Though they noted the "modal" harmonies and  "improvisatory" 
melodies in "O, Doctor Jesus," the saucer burial scene, and the hurricane prayer, their 
assessments tended to fixate on the legacy of various European composers. Downes 
characterized Gershwin's musical vocabulary as a combination of "opera," "operetta" 
and  "sheer Broadway entertainment" tem pered w ith "harmonic admixtures of Puccini
83 Wilfrid Mellers is one such author; see Music in a New Found Land: Themes and Developments in the History of 
American Music (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1967), 392-414. Gilbert's book is more neutral, couched in the 
kind of theory-speak one finds in journals such as Perspectives on New Music; see the final chapter of The 
Music of Gershwin (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1995).
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and Stravinsky."84 In a similar vein, contemporary critics like Johnson and Hollis Alpert 
have compiled their ow n source lists for Porgy and Bess. In his 1990 book The Life and 
Times of Porgy and Bess, Alpert summarizes the opera's influences as "classical sources, 
spirituals, jazz, blues, and yes, Broadway,"85 while Johnson names Pietro Mascagni's 
1890 opera Cavalleria rusticana and Eubie Blake's 1922 revue Shuffle Along among 
Gershwin's seminal influences.
Such laundry lists emphasize an essential feature of Gershwin's score: it is a 
pastiche of Old and New W orld genres, a feature that no thoughtful scholar w ould 
ignore. But in stressing Porgy's classical and Broadway roots, musicologists have 
overlooked the influence of folk traditions on Porgy and Bess, as if Gershwin's ability to 
adopt a specific harmonic or melodic gesture from one source (Jerome Kern's 1927 
musical Show Boat or Stravinsky's 1913 ballet The Rite of Spring) and integrate it into the 
musical vocabulary of his ow n work only applied to musical traditions w ith w ritten 
notation. H ad Alpert or Johnson listened to field recordings m ade by Gershwin’s 
contemporaries Alan Lomax and  R.W. Gordon, or investigated Gershwin's connection 
w ith the CSPS, they m ight have concluded that Gershwin applied the same talent for 
observation to the music-making he witnessed in the Low Country as he had  to the 
scores of Stravinsky and Mascagni.
To prove this supposition, I have divided the rem ainder of m y argum ent into 
three sections. First, I investigate the lyrics and  song structures in Porgy and Bess, 
considering the influence of Show Boat and  Low Country spirituals on such numbers as 
"I Ain't Got No Shame" and "Leavin' for the Promised Land." Second, I analyze the 
distinctive harmonies of "The Buzzard Song" and "O, Doctor Jesus," comparing 
Gershwin's harmonies w ith those found in The Rite of Spring and  the CSPS's repertoire. 
Finally, I examine the vocal polyphony of Porgy and Bess's crowd scenes, tracing their 
inspiration to W agner's Die Meistersinger von Nurmberg and Gullah performance 
practice. Through such contrasts, I intend to demonstrate not only that Gershwin 
incorporated Low Country rhythm s and harmonies into his musical vocabulary, but that
84 See Downes, "'Porgy and Bess/ Native Opera, Opens at the Alvin" and Kolodin, "Porgy and Bess: 
American Opera in the Theatre."
85 Alpert, The Life and Times of Porgy and Bess, 113.
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he selectively invoked the Gullah tradition, reserving the use of Low Country elements 
for scenes of dramatic intensity.
* * * * * *
Responding to charges that Porgy and Bess was nothing more them a gussied-up 
musical comedy, Gershwin told New York Times readers that the mere presence of self- 
contained, appealing songs (like "Summertime" and "It Ain't Necessarily So") did not 
disqualify his opera from serious consideration. "Songs are entirely within the operatic 
tradition," he explained:
Many of the most successful operas of the past have had songs.
Verdi's operas contain what is known as "song hits/ Carmen is 
almost a collection of song hits... I believe my song-writing 
apprenticeship has served invaluably in this respect because the 
song writers of America have the best conception of how to set 
words to music so that the music gives added expression to the 
words.86
In spite of Gershwin's attem pt to link himself to composers Giuseppe Verdi and Georges 
Bizet, however, many observers attributed the character and tim ing of Porgy and Bess to 
Gershwin's fifteen years of musical comedy experience, rather than fin-de-siecle opera. 
A nd indeed, the impact of Gershwin's Broadway "apprenticeship" is hard  to ignore. 
Throughout the opera, Gershwin employs a Broadway showm an's sense of pacing: 
rousing, full company num bers like "It A in't Necessarily So" are followed by intimate 
duets like "W hat You W ant W id Bess" while heart-piercing solos like "Summertime" are 
answered by bright, up-tempo ensemble pieces like "A Woman Is a Sometime Thing."87
Where Gershwin owes a conspicuous debt to other Broadway composers is in 
Porgy and Bess's comic interludes. One of these numbers, "I A in't Got No Shame," opens 
Act II, Scene ii of the opera. As the residents of Catfish Row arrive on Kittiwah Island for 
a picnic, African drum s begin pounding out a two-against-three rhythm: one drum m er 
plays an accented line of triplets in compound 6 /8  meter, while the second drum m er 
plays a recurring figure of an  eighth note plus two sixteenths in straight duple meter.
86 George Gershwin, "Rhapsody in Catfish Row," The New York Times (October 20,1935): X:l.
87 For a fuller discussion of Porgy and Bess's Broadway roots, see "Pace and Architecture" in John Andrew 
Johnson, "Gershwin's 'American Folk Opera': The Genesis, Style, and Reputation of 'Porgy and Bess' 
(1935)" (Doctoral dissertation: Harvard University, 1996), 440-532.
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Twenty-seven measures into the vamp, the second drum m er begins accenting the 
eighth notes (which fall on the downbeats of the duple meter line). This simultaneous 
articulation of duple and triple patterns creates a complex, African-sounding texture. 
W hen the brass enter in measure 35, their straightforward m otive—a quarter note plus 
two eighths tied to a half note in the subsequent b a r—adds yet another layer to the 
rhythmic texture. (FIGURE 1) Though this figure isn 't syncopated per se, the hemiola of 
the drum  lines creates the impression that the brass, too, are playing a syncopated 
rhythm . The ensemble then spills onto the stage in frenzy of activity: "Negroes are 
dancing, some play m outh organs, combs, bones," read the stage directions. "One plays 
a  washboard, another a washtub. Everyone is full of gaiety." After a  rousing chorus of "I 
ain 't got no sham e/D oin ' w hat I like to do," the ensemble answers the drum s and brass 
w ith a syncopated line of nonsense syllables at a tempo m arked con brio e molto barbaro. 
(F igu re  2)
As noted in  the previous section, H eyw ard felt the lush, jungle-like setting of 
Kittiwah Island w ould naturally inspire his characters to revert to their African origins, 
and suggested that the scene begin w ith a recreation of an "African phallic dance." With 
no Sea Island models to work from, however, Gershwin turned to a genre he knew well, 
patterning "I Ain't Got No Shame" after a similar "gone native" scene in Show Boat In 
Act II of the K em /H am m erstein musical, the proprietors of the 1893 W orld's Fair hire 
black performers to pose as Dahomey tribesmen for an exhibit on West African village 
life. Over a steady pulse of tom-toms, the male chorus enters singing a nonsense 
language that is m eant to sound like Dahomian (FIGURE 3):
Dyunga Doe! Dyunga Doe!
Dyunga Hungyung gunga
Hungyung gunga go!
Kyooga chek!
(Although this scene appeared in the original production of Show Boat in 1927, it has 
been trim m ed from subsequent revivals because of its racist, cartoonish depiction of 
African-Americans.)
Though Gershwin's evocation of "Africa" through com pound meters and 
polyrhythm s is far more sophisticated than Kern's, a quick inspection of Kern's score
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demonstrates im portant similarities between "Dahomey" and "I A in't Got No Shame." 
Both composers rely o n  the same stock gestures to suggest their characters' 
"Africaness": prominent drum  lines, pseudo-African language, "barbaric" tempi. The 
dramatic similarity of the two scenes is also hard  to ignore. In both scenes, the black 
characters' surroundings awaken atavistic memories of African tribal life. The singing 
and  dancing that follows the recovery of these "primitive" memories reinforces 
Depression-era stereotypes of black Americans as simple, happy, and prone to outbursts 
of singing and dancing—stereotypes that Gershwin entertained publicly in his 1935 
essay, "Rhapsody in Catfish Row," in which he told New York Times readers that he had  
"adapted his [compositional] m ethod to utilize the drama, the humor, the superstition, 
the religious fervor, the dancing, and the irrepressible high spirits of the [Negro] race."88
Another comic interlude in Porgy and Bess that owes a debt to Show Boat occurs in 
Act II, Scene i. Maria, the worldly-wise matriarch of Catfish Row, confronts the drug- 
peddling interloper Sportin' Life. In a half-spoken, half-sung aria, "I Hates Yo' Struttin' 
Style," Maria describes the punishm ent she'll inflict on Sportin' Life if she catches him  
selling "happy dust" in front of her store:
I's figgerin' to break yo' bones, yes sir, one by one,
An' then I's goin' to carve you up an' hang you in de sun.
I'll feed yo' meat to buzzards an' give 'em bellyaches,
An' take yo' bones to Kittiwah to pizen rattlesnakes.
H er melodic line frequently lingers on certain pitches, punctuated by leaps of and 
glissandos spanning a major sixth or an  octave. As she becomes more animated, her 
vocal line becomes more disjunct, w ith frequent leaps of a third or fourth used to 
exaggerate the natural rise and fall of her "speaking" voice. The most striking feature of 
the aria, however, is its notation. Gershwin uses Sprechstimme, a notational system 
favored by Arnold Schoenberg and  Alban Berg for achieving a "type of vocal 
enunciation between speech and song."89 (FIGURE 4) The note heads are replaced w ith 
an "x" to indicate that the performer should declaim rather than sing the given pitch; the 
stems rem ain unaltered, rem inding the performer to observe the full note value.
88 Gershwin, "Rhapsody in Catfish Row/' X:l.
89 The Norton/Grove Concise Encyclopedia of Music. Edited by Stanley Sadie (New York: W.W. Norton, 1994), 
769.
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Perhaps recognizing that Maria was cut from the same dramatic cloth as 
Queenie, the m other hen of Show Boat's performing troupe, Gershwin again looked to 
Kern's 1927 musical for inspiration. "I Hates Yo' Struttin' Style" strongly resembles 
"Queenie's Ballyhoo," a hectoring, hum orous song from Act I of Show Boat. After the 
Magnolia Blossom's star performers fail to draw  an audience for the evening show, 
Queenie steps in, declaring, "I'll show you how  it's done." Queenie then chides passers- 
by in a good-natured fashion, dem anding to know,
What fo' you gals dress up dicty?
Where's yo' all gwine?
Tell dose stingy men o' yours
To step up here in line!
Though Queenie's part is w ritten in conventional notation, rather than the self­
consciously European Sprechstimme used by Gershwin, Kern strove for the same effect of 
heightened speech. He offers his performer the option of shouting the lyrics instead of 
singing them. To further suggest the sound of speech, Kern uses long strings of repeated 
pitches that are periodically interrupted by leaps of a perfect fourth or fifth. (FIGURE 5) 
To be sure, "Queenie's Ballyhoo" and "I Hates Yo' Struttin' Style" are not imbued w ith 
the same primitivist overtones as "I A in't Got No Shame"; nevertheless, these two 
patter-songs are firmly rooted in stereotype as well (in this case, Queenie and Maria 
conform to the "M ammy" stereotype so prevalent in fiction celebrating antebellum life).
For the sacred songs in Porgy and Bess, however, Gershwin rejected the model of 
Show Boat's most famous tune, "Old Man River." Kern's song—with its references to 
"taters and cotton," its neat, eight-bar phrases, and  diatonic harm onies—is a direct 
descendant of Stephen Foster's minstrel songs "O ld Folks at Home" (1851), "My Old 
Kentucky Home," (1853), and "Old Black Joe" (1860). In "Old Folks at Home," for 
example, Foster blended traditional spiritual themes (exile, unm itigated toil, separation 
of families) and  pseudo-black dialect w ith the harmonies, song structures, and nostalgic 
m ood of antebellum parlor m usic:90
90 Citing the work of British musicologist Wilfrid Mellers, H. Wiley Hitchcock observes that with "Old Folks 
at Home," Stephen Foster "introduced into the minstrel-show context the same nostalgia that pervades his 
household songs." See Hitchcock, Music in the United States: A Historical Introduction (Englewood Cliffs: 
Prentice Hall, 1988), 118-121.
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All up and down the whole creation,
Sadly I roam,
Still longing for the old plantation,
And for de old folks at home.91
Likewise, "Old M an River" borrowed heavily from contemporary popular song 
to give voice to Show Boat's black characters. Kern's song certainly makes nods to the 
"Sorrow Song" and blues traditions through the use of banjo accompaniment and dialect 
verse. And, like Foster's songs, "Old M an River" is not m eant to be a caricature of 
African-American vocal music, but instead a commentary on the exploitation and 
isolation of the freedman:
Don't look up an' don't look down,
You don't dast make de white boss frown,
Bend yo' knees an' bow yo' head,
An' pull dat rope until yo're dead.92
But the sentiments expressed in Foster and Kern's songs—especially the images 
of freedmen feeling themselves a t the mercy of white society—hardly suited the Gullah, 
whose social and  cultural autonomy had  impressed so many historians and folklorists. 
N or d id  the neat param eters of popular song provide an adequate framework for 
recreating Gullah spirituals. Though m any Low Country songs were short and 
repetitive, shouters frequently altered the length and  rhythmic patterns of melodies to 
suit the occasion; the harmonic and metric regularity of the 32-bar verse was too 
unyielding to accommodate these improvisations.
In three of the most dramatic scenes in the opera—Robbins' funeral, Bess's brush 
w ith death, and  the hurricane's arrival—Gershwin turned to Low Country models for 
guidance. In Act I, Scene ii, for example, the residents of Catfish Row gather to m ourn 
the m urder of Serena's husband, Robbins, Their lament "Gone, Gone, Gone" strongly 
resembles "W 'en I'm  Gone, Gone, Gone," a song associated with the Tomotley 
Plantation outside of Charleston. Its chorus, which was reprinted in The Carolina Low- 
Country, reads:
W'en I'm uh gone, gone, gone 
W'en I'm uh gone tuh come no' mo'
Chu'ch I know you gwine to miss me w'en I'm uh gone.93
91 Stephen Foster, "Old Folks at Home," quoted in Hitchcock, Music in the United States, 121.
92 Jerome Kem, "Ol' Man River," Show Boat. Act I, Scene i.
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H eyw ard's refrain from the saucer burial scene is remarkably similar: "Where is 
brudder Robbins?" sing the residents of Catfish Row. "He's a-gone, gone, gone, gone, 
gone, gone."
The aria "O, Doctor Jesus," also seems to have a real-life counterpart. After his 
visit to the Macedonia Church in December, 1933, Gershwin told reporters that a wom an 
had  sung a prayer that had  left a deep impression on him  and Heyward:
O Dr. Jesus
Put your hands around my waist 
And give me a belly-band of faith.94
H eyw ard recreated the experience service in Act II, Scene iii. Serena, the most pious 
w om an on Catfish Row, offers to pray for Bess, who is gravely ill after being left behind 
in the unsavory climate of Kittiwah Island. Like the w om an in the Macedonia Church, 
Serena addresses her prayer to "Doctor Jesus," asking Him w hy He "ain ' lay yo' hand 
on dis po ' sister's head," and  beseeching Him to " lif  up  dis w om an an ' make her well."
Likewise, the coda to "O, Captain Jesus" (from the hurricane scene in Act II), like 
"Gone, Gone, Gone" and "O, Doctor Jesus," bears a strong resemblance to an actual 
Gullah song. But unlike the aforementioned numbers, the coda to "O, Captain Jesus" 
features both the lyrics and melody from a popular Low Country spiritual—thus 
contradicting the conventional w isdom  that Porgy and Bess cites no Sorrow Songs (a 
position that Gershwin himself prom oted in interviews about the opera). This 
spiritual—"Somebody Knockin' at De D oor"—was part of CSPS's repertoire and had 
been used in the 1927 staging of Porgy.95 In the 1935 opera, however, Gershwin 
interpolated only the spiritual's refrain. A side-by-side comparison with a 1926 
arrangem ent of "Knockin'" by Gershwin's friend and colleague J. Rosamund Johnson 
reveals the similarity between Gershwin's "spiritual" and  the genuine article. In
93 Smythe etal. The Carolina Low-Country. 282-83.
94 Gilbreth, "Gershwin, Prince of Jazz, Pounds Out Rhythm at Folly," 12. Gershwin friend Kay Halle recalled 
a similar story to the one reported in the News and Courier. In the 1970s she told Robert Kimball and Alfred 
Simon that, "When George was writing Porgy and Bess, he went down to South Carolina and wrote me that 
he had gone to a church and had heard the spiritual, "Doctor Jesus, Lean Down From Heaven and Place a 
Belly Band of Love Around Me." Quoted in Kimball and Simon, The Gershwins. (New York Atheneum, 
1973), 177.
95 The chorus performed "Somebody Knockin' at de Door" during the hurricane scene of the 1927 
production of Porgy.
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Johnson's setting for solo voice and piano, the melody spans a fifth, generally moves by 
step or third, and is characterized by the rhythm:
(FIGURE 6) Gershwin's treatment of "Knockin'", at first glance, seems rather different; 
no single part presents a complete, unaltered version of the melody. But a closer 
examination of Gershwin's score reveals that the original tune's basic features (such as 
its rhythmic pattern) are retained. Gershwin evokes the melody through cross-relations 
am ong the parts; for example, on the words, "knockin' at de do'," the intervallic 
structure of the original melody (down a major second, dow n a m inor third, up  a minor 
third) can be teased out of the alto and  soprano parts. (FIGURE 7)
Like the lyrics of "Gone, Gone, Gone," the structure of several Porgy songs also 
draw  inspiration from Sea Island examples. "Leavin' for de Promise' Lan'," the 
"rhythm ic" spiritual that concludes the saucer-burial scene, has a form typical of many 
Gullah spirituals. A soloist (Bess) sings a slow, deliberate line resembling a preacher's 
exhortation. Bess's line is of uncertain tempo; not until the full company joins her on the 
w ords "Keep that wheel a-rollin'," does the piece begin to develop a complex rhythmic 
texture and drive. The rhythmic accompaniment becomes increasingly faster and more 
intricate, moving from steady, unaccented half notes to syncopated quarter/eighth  note 
combinations to eighth/ sixteenth note combinations.96 (FIGURE 8)
In both their field recordings and paper transcriptions of Low Country music, the 
CSPS documented a similar phenomenon. CSPS member Katharine H utson described 
these "rhythmic spirituals" as an evolving exchange between a lead shout and his 
congregation:
The leader usually sings the opening phrase alone and the 
congregations swings in as it catches the words. Sometimes the 
leader will begin each verse on the regular beat at other times, 
when the rhythm of the spiritual warrants, he will begin one or 
two beats ahead of the regular beat, while the congregation is
96 Increasing rhythmic complexity is a hallmark of many African-American genres, from spirituals to jazz. 
Here, however, I think Gershwin is specifically attempting to evoke the "shouting" tradition that survived 
in the Sea Islands long after it had died out in other areas of the South.
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still holding the last note of the spiritual.97
In addition to the standard transcriptions of spiritual melodies, the appendix to The 
Carolina Low-Country included a few attem pts to document the rhythmic 
accompaniment and  interplay of solo and group voices. The transcribers included 
separate lines of music indicating the rhythmic contribution of the hands and feet; they 
also indicated (as best they could) which passages which performed alone and which 
were perform ed by the entire ensemble.
In the Santee River spiritual "Welcome Table," for example, the initial 
accompaniment to the melody is a simple line of quarter notes; the hands and left foot 
accentuate the weak beats, while the right foot stamps out the strong beats. (FIGURE 9) 
As the congregation joins the leader in singing, "I'm  gwine tuh set at duh  welcome 
table," the hands assume a  new  pattern, clapping out a syncopated eighth-note rhythm  
against the steady quarter notes of the feet. "Come en Go W id Me," another spiritual 
from the pages of The Carolina Low-Country, also cleaves to this mold. The opening 
phrase of the song, performed alone by the lead shouter, is accompanied by the same 
pattern of quarter-note foot-stomping and  hand-clapping. On the second statement of 
"Come en go w id  me," the full ensemble joins the leader. On the th ird  refrain, the 
ensemble begins subdividing the beat further by clapping one eighth + two sixteenths + 
two eighth notes. (FIGURE 10)
Another piece that informed the sound of Porgy and Bess was Igor Stravinsky's 
1913 ballet The Rite of Spring: Scenes from Pagan Russia. Though m any eighteenth and 
nineteenth-century composers had  relied heavily on four of the six diatonic modes 
(Dorian, Phrygian, Lydian, and  Mixolydian) to suggest the open fifths and  gapped scales 
characteristic of folk music, Russian composers such as Mussorgsky, Rimsky-Korsakov, 
and  Stravinsky used the octatonic scale—a scale comprised of alternating whole and  half 
step intervals—to represent the harmonic affect of Russian folk song. In the best-known 
tableau from the Rite, the "Dance of the Adolescents," Stravinsky superim posed the two
diatonic sonorities implied by the members of the C# octatonic scale, E b and C Major, to
97 Smythe et al., The Carolina Low-Country, 225.
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produce w hat theorist Robert Morgan calls an "integrated sonority"—a chord which is 
simultaneously dissonant and  consonant.98 (FIGURE 11) These integrated sonorities 
caused a sensation in 1913, prom pting critics to use w ords like "primal," "eerie," 
"lugubrious" and "primitive" to describe their affect.99
Stravinsky also used tritones to further underscore the pagan nature of the 
ballet's ritual sacrifice. The tritone—whose haunting sound had a long association with 
evil and superstition—is a unique interval in western music. Through stepwise motion, 
its pungent dissonance can be resolved in two utterly different ways. Consider the 
tritone spanning the interval from F to B. If its dissonance is resolved outw ards to the 
adjacent notes E and  C, the implied sonority is C Major. But if the dissonance is resolved
inwards to the other notes adjacent to F and B, G b and B b, the implied sonority is G b 
Major, which, in  the cycle of diatonic key signatures, is remote from C Major (by 
"remote" I m ean that the two scales have almost no common tones). Diatonic modes 
have only one tritone per octave; octatonic modes, however, have four. (FIGURE 12) 
Thus, Stravinsky's exploitation of the tritone, like his use of integrated sonorities, can be 
traced back to the octatonic scale.100
By the time Gershwin wrote Porgy and Bess, the integrated sonorities m ade 
famous by Stravinsky had  become a musical shorthand for invoking the "primitive." 
Though Gershwin d idn 't understand the octatonic origins of Stravinsky's chords, he saw 
integrated sonorities and  tritones as tools for achieving primitive effect.101 In Act II, 
Scene i, for example, Porgy's neighbors disperse screaming w hen a buzzard wheels over
98 Robert P. Morgan, Twentielh-Century Music: A History of Musical Style in Modem Europe and America (New 
York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1991), 97.
99 For a detailed discussion of the Rite of Spring's critical reception, see "The Rite Received," in Taruskin, 
Stravinsky and the Russian Traditions: A Biography of the Works Through Mavra (Los Angeles: University of 
California Press, 1996), 1007-1033.
100 Taruskin, Stravinsky and the Russian Traditions. 937.
101 The octatonic scale appears almost exclusively in Russian music. Very few western composers were 
familiar with the octatonic scale at the time The Rile of Spring debuted, and so attributed the new sound they 
were hearing to the emerging practice of polytonality, the simultaneous juxtaposition multiple key 
signatures. By the time Gershwin was composing Porgy and Bess, polytonality had become a part of the 
musical vocabulary of many modernists. But true octatonic sonorities—like the famous C/ED of the Rite's 
"Danses des Adolescentes"—were still largely confined to Russian music and the scale unknown to 
Europeans and Americans alike (with a few notable exceptions, such as B6la BartOk and Claude Debussy). 
Not until Arthur Berger published his 1968 essay "Problems of Pitch Organization in Stravinsky' did most 
American scholars appreciate the Rite’s octatonic underpinnings. See Berger, "Problems of Pitch
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Catfish Row. Puzzled by the outburst, a white character questions Porgy about the 
buzzard 's significance. Porgy explains that the Gullah (like their West African ancestors) 
view the buzzard as a harbinger of evil and misfortune: "[D]at bird m ean trouble," 
Porgy sings. "Once de buzzard fold his wing an' light over yo' house, all yo' happiness 
done dead." In the aria that follows Porgy's didactic recitative, Gershwin superimposes 
a C# Major triad (in second inversion) atop a G natural. The G to C# interval forms a 
tritone, injecting dissonance and tonal uncertainty into the music. Gershwin further 
complicates the tonality by placing a C#-D trill in the treble. The D forms a perfect fifth 
w ith the G, implying a second tonality: G Major. In the following measure, Gershwin 
then switches the chords, placing C# in the bass and G Major in the treble w ith the C#-D 
trill in the upperm ost voices. Again, the G - C# tritone adds dissonance to the chord, 
creating a tonally ambiguous, sinister effect. (FIGURE 13)
Gershwin also uses tritones in the bridge of "The Buzzard Song." He assigns the 
bassoons and clarinets a majoT second interval of Eb-F while the flute and oboe play a 
m inor third of B-D. B, D and  F form a  diminished triad whose tritone compounds the 
dissonance of the E b-F interval. Gershwin then repeats this gesture in the next two-bar 
phrase, placing the major second of G -A in the top voices and the m inor third of E b-Gb 
in the lower voices. The tritone in the E b diminished triad (spelled enharmonically as 
Eb-G b-A) adds to the dissonance, again establishing an ominous mood.
For music representing the Christian beliefs of Catfish Row—rather than the 
"primitive" or African beliefs associated with the buzzard—Gershwin turned away from 
the tritones and polytonal chords of The Rite of Spring in favor of a simpler, African- 
American derived sonority: the so-called "blues scale," w ith its flat third and flat 
seventh scale degrees.102 Consider the aria "O, Doctor Jesus." Its key signature suggests 
Bb m inor or Bb Dorian, but the notes used in Serena's m elody— Bb, C, D b, D, E, F, 
A b—constitute a gapped scale that is neither diatonic nor pentatonic. (FIGURE 14) The
Organization in Stravinsky." In Perspectives on Schoenberg and Stravinsky (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1968), 123-154.
102 The buzzard plays a prominent role in many of the Gullah "trickster" tales brought over from West 
Africa.
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accompanying string drone of Bb-F is modally ambiguous; since it lacks a third, the 
listener can't determine if the piece is in the major or minor mode. Gershwin heightens 
the m odal ambiguity of the passage by including both the major and  m inor third
(D /D b) in the melodic line; such a blurring of the third scale degree's identity is 
characteristic of African-American genres like jazz and spirituals. By eschewing the tonic 
and dom inant chords of a minor-key setting, Gershwin's m odal harm onization gives the 
piece a static, elliptical quality.
"O, Doctor Jesus" is also noteworthy for its major and m inor second harmonies. 
A lthough these harmonies certainly occur in  tonal music, they are customarily used to 
generate harmonic tension that dem ands consonant resolution. In Gershwin's aria, 
however, they serve an entirely different function. They are m eant to suggest the 
spontaneous harmonies generated by Sea Island singers, harmonies that fell outside the 
neat triadic harmonies of diatonic chords.
The static, open harmonies of "O, Doctor Jesus" closely resemble the improvised 
harmonies of Low Country spirituals. In 1938, for example, CSPS member Theodore 
Ravenel recorded "Swing Low, Sweet Chariot," performed by descendants of slaves 
from his grandfather's plantation.103 This field recording varies dramatically from the 
Europeanized settings so popular in concert-hall recitals. The song's customary melodic 
span of a ninth has been compressed to a fifth. The singers embellished the condensed 
melodic line w ith whatever notes they wished, often producing dissonant harmonies
like those found in "O, Doctor Jesus," where Gershwin juxtaposes D b, E b, and E against 
the drone in the strings.
Gershwin's scoring for the crap-game in Act I suggests yet another influence on 
Porgy and Bess: Richard W agner's 1868 opera Die Meistersinger von Numtberg. Gershwin's 
obsession w ith Meistersinger is well docum ented in period literature. Gershwin's friend 
Oscar Levant, for example, recalled that Gershwin consulted W agner's score as a kind of 
operatic bible. "During the period of w ork on Porgy," Levant remembered, Gershwin
103 Spirituals, prayers, sermons, and street cries recorded in Charleston, Collins Creek, Edisto Island, and 
Johns Island, SC, as well as performances of spirituals and street cries by The Society for the Preservation of 
the Negro Spiritual, Charleston, SC. Recorded in NC and SC, 1937-1939, by Rene Ravenel and others. AFS 
22,515.
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"referred constantly to the score of Die Meistersinger as a guide to the plotting of the 
vocal parts and for general precepts in vocal writing."104 Gershwin mentioned W agner7s 
operas in several new spaper interviews as well. In his essay, "The George I Knew," 
reporter Leonard Liebling of The New York-Herald Tribune recalled bum ping into 
Gershwin at Saratoga in 1934. When he asked Gershwin, "W hat style of music is [Porgy 
and Bess]," Gershwin replied, "American, of course, in the m odem  idiom, but just the 
same, a cross between Meistersinger and  Butterfly. Are those models good enough?"105
A careful examination of W agner's score reveals that the elaborate vocal 
counterpoint of Meistersinger7s so-called "riot scene" (Act II, Scene vii) provided an 
im portant m odel for Gershwin. W agner's scene begins as an im prom ptu singing contest 
between two young men. As their nocturnal competition intensifies, their singing wakes 
Nurm berg's residents and draw s them  out of their hom es—some to chastise the singers, 
others to cheer on the competitors. A shoving match between neighbors quickly 
escalates into a free-for-all of punches, insults, and pratfalls. To represent the confusion 
and  violent energy of the melee, W agner layers seemingly independent vocal lines atop 
one another. Each line of music has a unique text and  melodic contour. To prevent the 
music from devolving into chaos, however, W agner carefully constructs a rhythmic and 
harmonic framework for the neighbors7 various lines of music. Each line has a similar 
one-to-one correspondence of syllables to notes, and  each line has a similar sixteenth- 
note rhythm . Underneath the chorus, the orchestra has a steady stream of sixteenth 
notes; on downbeats, the notes of the chorus and orchestra align vertically to form 
discemable chords. More importantly, the vocal lines are echoed in the orchestra. For 
example, the journeymen's music accompanying the line, "H eda Gesellen'ran! Dort w ird 
m it Zanken u n d  Streit," is doubled in  the horns and bassoons, while the wom en's 
ascending line, "Was fur ein Zanken und  Streit" is matched by the strings. (FIGURE 15)
Such techniques, of course, are fundam ental to ensemble writing in opera. But 
Meistersinger's riot scene is unusual, both for the sheer num ber of simultaneous lines of
104 Oscar Levant, A Smattering of Ignorance (Garden City: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1959), 140.
105 Leonard Liebling, "The George I Knew." In Gershwin, 125. To be sure, Gershwin cited Madame Butterfly 
and Die Meistersinger von Nurmberg because of their tremendous appeal to American audiences. But his 
frequent references to Meistersinger in interviews, when taken together with Levant and Liebling's 
comments, suggest that Gershwin did have Wagner's score in mind when he began work on Porgy and Bess.
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music, and the complexity of the orchestral accompaniment. (In m any crowd scenes, 
such as the Kromy forest scene of Boris Gudonov, the orchestra provides a bare-bones 
accompaniment in passages of sophisticated vocal polyphony. Puccini's crowd scene in 
Act II of La Boheme is one of the few in the repertoire that approaches Meistersinge/ s  in 
terms of complexity.) Though the "riot scene" is played for laughs, Gershwin found it a 
useful template for the crap game and knife fight that end Act I, Scene i of Porgy and 
Bess. Gershwin uses similar techniques to suggest the m ounting anxiety of the gamblers. 
Like Wagner, Gershwin fits several independent vocal lines, each with a unique melody 
and text, into a busy orchestral accompaniment. For example, the nervous, syncopated 
sixteenth-note figure that recurs over and  over again during the crap game is echoed in 
Serena's and  M aria's vocal lines, while on critical beats, the nine vocal lines converge to 
form dissonant—but recognizable—chords such as the augm ented g minor seventh
chord (G-Bb-D-F#) that appears on the second beat of measure 18. (FIGURE 16) Though 
at times dissonant and chromatic, the overall effect is orderly: no individual voices stand 
out from the texture.
In scenes designed to establish the opera's Charleston location, however, 
Gershwin relies on the "vocal precepts" of the Gullah rather than the learned style of 
Richard Wagner. These precepts are best explained by w hat composer Oily Wilson calls 
the "heterogeneous" sound ideal. Wilson argues that the goal of most European music is 
to produce "homogeneity of sound."106 To illustrate the "homogeneous sound ideal," 
Wilson gives the example of a string quartet: all four voices have overlapping ranges 
and similar timbres. The goal of the quartet's members is to seamlessly blend the violin, 
cello, and viola into a single sound. In African-American music, however, the objective 
in ensemble performance is just the opposite: singers and musicians employ falsetto 
voices, glissandos, and  hand-clapping to create simultaneous, contrasting layers of 
sound distinguished by timbre and rhythmic subdivision. The result is a "musical 
texture in which individual voices are discerned w ithin a mass of sound, each individual 
choral member's response var[ying] in tempo, melodic contour, and vocal nuances that
106 o ily  Wilson, "The Heterogeneous Sound Ideal in African-American Music." In New Perspectives on Music: 
Essays in Honor of Eileen Southern. Edited by Josephine Wright with Samuel A. Floyd, Jr. (Michigan: 
Harmonie Park Press, 1992), 329.
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range from speech to song."107 In short, African-American singing tends to be 
polyphonic and colored by a "tense, strained vocal quality."108
One manifestation of the "heterogeneous sound ideal" is in the palette of vocal 
effects Gershwin uses throughout the score. J. Rosamond Johnson cited as one of 
Gershwin's major achievements in Porgy and Bess the invention of "new  musical symbols 
in order to notate the quarter-tone dissonances and glissandos" characteristic of much 
black singing.109 Such notation occurs in the finale of "My M an's Gone Now." Gershwin 
has w ritten a two-octave glissando for the entire ensemble. To indicate that the starting 
and  ending pitches are approximate, Gershwin devised a notation scheme that shows 
the possible pitches radiating diagonally off a common stem. He further clarifies his 
desired sound by putting the direction "wailing" in the score. (FIGURE 17)
Another point in the score that uses innovative notation is the crab-seller's aria. 
At the end of each phrase, Gershwin indicates that the singer is to start a glissando on a 
B, but does not specify an ending pitch, leaving that to the performer's discretion. The 
singer's cries of "She crab" are to be "half shouted." Periodic interjections of "Devil 
crabs" are notated in Sprechstimme. The result is an uncanny recreation of the distinctive 
vendor calls of the Charleston waterfront. Cries recorded by the CSPS, for example, 
contain the same exaggerated glissandos and speech-song mixture found in "Crab 
Man."
The second manifestation of the "heterogeneous sound ideal" is Gershwin's use 
of simple vocal polyphony, one based on Sea Island sound rather than the complicated 
polyphony used by Wagner in Meistersinger's crowd scenes. As Gershwin biographers 
from Edith Garson to Charles Schwartz have noted, the inspiration for the prayer in Act 
II, Scene iv comes from Gershwin's trip  to the Pentecostal church in Hendersonville, NC. 
To seal the connection between the visit and  the prayer scene, several quote from a 
November 5, 1934 letter Gershwin wrote to Heyward in which the composer reported 
that he "startfs] and finish[es] the storm  scene w ith six different prayers sung
107 Wilson. "The Heterogeneous Sound Ideal." 334.
108 Epstein, Sinful Tunes and Spirituals. 290.
109 J. Rosamond Johnson, "Emancipator of American Idioms." In Gershwin. 66-67.
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simultaneously. This has somewhat the effect we heard in Hendersonville as we stood 
outside the Holy Rollers' church."110
Indeed, Act II, Scene iv does suggest the sounds of a congregation at prayer. Six 
distinct melodic lines, each with a unique text, are layered on top of one another. 
Gershwin doesn't specify a tempo or time signature, nor are there bar lines to indicate 
note groupings. The absence of rhythmic accompaniment compounds the sense of stasis. 
The chorus hum s a steady drone of an  open fifth below the six lines. Fermatas are 
inserted at staggered intervals in each melodic line, allowing the soloists to pause and 
resume at will. The melodic lines frequently linger on a single pitch. (FIGURE 18) 
Gershwin provides no orchestral support for the hurricane prayer. Instead, the orchestra 
provides a backdrop of crashing waves, clapping thunder, and howling winds for the 
prayer.
The overall effect resembles the singing recorded by folklorists in the Sea Islands. 
Like "Eb'rybody Who Is Libin' Got tuh Die," a song recorded by Rene Ravenel in Upper 
St. Johns Parish (and also transcribed for The Carolina Low-Country)', the multiple vocal 
lines diverge but converge at key moments, such as the end of a phrase.111 Occasional 
shouts, moans, and whoops cut through the texture of the performance, allowing the 
listener to pick out individual voices. The simultaneous lines of music fit together 
rhythmically but not necessarily harmonically. (FIGURE 19)
As Gershwin's use of Sea Island polyphony demonstrates, he consciously 
rejected European and Broadway models w hen writing music for scenes of great 
dram atic intensity—the scenes most likely to inspire some religious feeling in the 
denizens of Catfish Row. For the saucer burial and  hurricane scenes, Gershwin (with 
assistance from Heyward) used the words and performance techniques of the Low 
Country in a  fashion that dem onstrated not only his facility w ith the Gullah idiom, but 
his understanding of how and w hen the Gullah performed various kinds of music. 
Gershwin deploys Low Country elements selectively, using them  only in those scenes 
featuring sacred m usic—the music that Gershwin told The Charleston News and Courier
110 Letter from George Gershwin to DuBose Heyward, November 5,1934. Quoted in Schwartz, Gershwin: His 
Life and Music. 261.
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w as most representative of the Gullah character.112 Thus, in Porgy and Bess, the folk 
elements represent something fundam ental to the identity of the Gullah people: their 
unique style of Christian worship, a style rooted in their African heritage and their 
American bondage.
111 Spirituals, prayers, sermons, and street cries recorded in Charleston, Collins Creek, Edisto Island, and 
Johns Island, SC. AFS 22,523; AFS 22,524.
112 "George Gershwin Arrives to Plan Opera on “'Porgy/" 1.
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CONCLUSION
A year after Gershwin's death, composer George Antheil paid tribute to his peer 
in an  essay entitled "The Foremost American Composer." Antheil defended Gershwin's 
reputation from critics, arguing that "whatever his flaws, the flaws of George Gershwin 
are the flaws of America. He m irrored us, exactly. We need only to look into his music to 
see a whole period of our history exactly stated."113 Antheil's comment contains an 
im portant tru th  for scholars considering the "authenticity" of Porgy and Bess's African- 
American elements: Porgy and Bess is a product of its time. Imposing contemporary 
standards of authenticity—standards shaped by the m odem  disciplines of 
ethnomusicology and  African-American studies—does as great a disservice to 
Gershwin's score as the racialist argum ents advanced by an earlier generation of his 
apologists. Both camps ignore the strong currents of nationalism and primitivism that 
inform ed the opera and  presume that one of Gershwin's objectives in  writing Porgy and 
Bess was to document a vanishing American folk culture.
When Gershwin began planning his opera, American composers were 
determ ined to develop a uniquely American form of cultivated musical expression. In 
articles titled "Native American Opera Proves Elusive" and  "For An American Gesture," 
pundits called upon American composers to bring new rhythm s and harmonies into the 
concert hall, elements not found in the vocabulary of established European masters like 
Beethoven, Wagner, and  Puccini. The music that most readily fit this definition 
originated in black America, where vestiges of African musical practice continued to 
inform the freedmen's music. At the same time, jazz, blues, and other African-American 
genres held appeal for composers in search of the novel, the titillating, and the 
unspoiled. By evoking the sound of America's own "primitive" music in operas and 
symphonies, pundits argued, composers w ould simultaneously reinvigorate these
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m oribund genres w ith a raw, untam ed energy and develop a set of signifiers— 
rhythmic and harm onic—that w ould distinguish American music from its forebears.
Gershwin's decision to go to South Carolina reflects his desire to expand his 
musical vocabulary in the direction suggested by critics. While it is true that his 
exposure to Gullah music was not sustained or intense—he d idn 't live am ong the Gullah 
or m ake systematic efforts to record or transcribe their music for accurate reproduction 
in  Porgy and Bess—his critics have unfairly assumed that his "musical touring" was 
nothing more than a publicity stunt. They point to songs like "I Got Plenty of Nuttin" as 
evidence that Gershwin d idn 't understand the Gullah folk idiom, while they ignore 
pieces such as "O, Doctor Jesus" that Gershwin intended to suggest the rough-hewn 
qualities of Low Country spirituals.
Duke Ellington's comments to reporter Edward M orrow epitomize this critical 
stance. When asked if he w ould characterize Porgy and Bess as a "black" opera, Ellington 
responded that he heard the influence of "everybody from Listz to Dickie Well's kazoo 
band," but little in the w ay of authentic African-American inspiration. Ellington argued 
that the operatic and Broadway elements in the score overpowered the natural 
"rhythm ," "speech," and  "swing" of its Gullah characters: "W hat happened w hen the 
girl selling strawberries came on the stage?" he asked readers of New Theatre magazine. 
"Gershwin had  the girl stop cold, take her stance, and sing an aria in the Italian, would- 
be Negro m anner."114 In 1959, LeRoi Jones echoed Ellington's sentiments w hen he took 
issue w ith Porgy and Bess's conspicuous Broadway heritage. Jones stated that "I Got 
Plenty of Nuthin" [sic] "never m ade me think of Negroes, just Broadway and for some 
unfathomable reason, Oscar Levant."115
Ellington also challenged the authenticity of Porgy and Bess as a "black" opera on 
the grounds that Gershwin, as an outsider, did not understand the situations that 
ordinarily give rise to singing in the African-American community; thus, Gershwin's 
music only hints at the emotional intensity of actual spirituals, w ork songs, and  laments. 
Ellington used one of his ow n projects—the 1935 film Symphony in Black—to
113 George Antheil, "The Foremost American Composer." In Gershwin. 119.
114 Duke Ellington, quoted in Morrow, "Duke Ellington on Gershwin's 'Porgy.'" 5-6.
115 Jones, "Movie Review." 50.
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dem onstrate shortcomings in Gershwin's score: "In one of m y forthcoming movie 
'sho rts '/ ' he told Morrow, "I have an episode which concerns the death of a baby... I put 
into the dirge all of the misery, sorrow, and undertones of the conditions that w ent with 
the baby's death." This dirge, Ellington continued, "was true to and  of the life of the 
people it depicted. The same thing cannot be said for Porgy and Bess."116 Likewise, 
composer Hall Johnson found Porgy and Bess wanting in contrast to his own all-black 
revues. Even in the hurricane and saucer-burial scenes, Johnson explained, "[tjhere is 
none of the jubilee spirit of Run, Little Chillun' [1933] and none of the deep-soul-stirring 
songs of The Green Pastures [1930]."117 Reflecting on Porgy and Bess in the 1970s, Verna 
Arvey, wife and  biographer of composer William Grant Still, explicitly referred to 
Gershwin as an "outsider" guilty of w riting music that was "lusty and stereotyped 
racially."118
Because Gershwin did  not recreate a ring shout or "experience service" in 
anthropologically precise detail, defenders have had  difficulty countering these charges. 
Instead of using specific musical examples, they have responded in vague and 
sometimes embarrassing terms that the authenticity of Porgy and Bess lies in the 
composer's empathetic bond with the African-American community. While such 
cultural intangibles m ay have aided or inspired Gershwin in the creative process, it* is 
not necessary to place Gershwin w ithin the black (or Jewish) community to challenge his 
critics' position—there is solid musical evidence that Gershwin used undiluted Low 
Country musical gestures.
Perhaps the strongest endorsement of the opera's authenticity comes from 
African-American musicologist Samuel Floyd. In his 1995 book, The Power of Black Music, 
he scrupulously avoids the terminology "used" or "contained" to characterize 
Gershwin's incorporation of Gullah elements into Porgy and Bess. Floyd chooses instead
Ellington, quoted in Morrow, "Duke Ellington on Gershwin's 'Porgy.'" 6.
117 Robert Garland, "Negroes Are Critical of 'Porgy and Bess/" The New York World-Telegram (January 16, 
1936): 14.
us Verna Arvey, "Memo to Musicologists." In William Grant Still and the Fusion of Cultures, 90. In this essay, 
Arvey suggests that several of Gershwin's compositions were acts of "unconscious borrowing" from 
compositions by African-American composers. She singles out Gershwin's 1930 hit "I Got Rhythm" as an 
example of such borrowing. She claims that Gershwin attended Eubie Blake's 1922 show Shuffle Along, in 
which a song arranged by Still—"Rain or Shine"—appeared. The distinctive rhythm of this dance tune later
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to present Gershwin as a composer of African-American music, utilizing techniques 
such as signification and call-and-response that he learned through excursions to 
Harlem nightclubs and Low Country parishes.119 Floyd's depiction of Gershwin would 
have resonated with fitt-de-siecle nationalists like Bela Bart6k, who believed that it was 
"not enough to study [folk music] as it is stored up  in m useum s"—the composer 
interested in using folk music needed to "go into the country" to imbibe the "character 
of peasant music." Through first-hand observation, Bartok argued, a composer could 
"assimilate the idiom of peasant music so completely" that he could "forget all about it 
and use it as his musical mother tongue."120
Bringing together these two streams of thought, I would argue that the 
authenticity of Porgy and Bess lies w ith Gershwin's absorption of Gullah gestures into his 
stylistic vocabulary—a process that enabled him  to compose songs in an idiomatically 
authentic manner. His selective use of Gullah materials suggests that he understood the 
cultural significance of black music-making, reserving the Gullah's ow n words, 
harmonies, and  song structures for those scenes celebrating their religious life. His 
spirituals are not gross parodies of black folk music but imaginative reinterpretations
re-surfaced as the main melodic idea in "I Got Rhythm." (It also appeared in a similar form in Still's best- 
known composition, the Afro-American Symphony of 1930.)
119 Samuel Floyd, The Power of Black Music: Interpreting its History from Africa to the United States (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1995), 165,181. Floyd's discussion of Porgy and Bess contains a small factual error: 
he writes that Gershwin spent three months in Charleston during 1934 when in fact Gershwin only stayed 
on Folly Island for six weeks.
120 B61a Bart6k, "The Influence of Peasant Music on Modem Music." In Bela Bartok Essays. 341.
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that honor the harmonic, rhythmic, and vocal textures of Gullah song as well as the 
context in which those songs were originally performed.
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FIGURE 1.
Initial brass entrance, " I  Ain't Got No Shame," 
Porgy and Bess (Act II, Scene ii)
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FIGURE 2.
Nonsense syllable interlude, "I Ain't Got No 
Shame," Porgy and Bess (Act II, Scene ii)
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FIGURE 3.
Opening vamp, "Dahomey," 
Show Boat (Act II, Scene I)
chek a chek un - cha chek a chek un - cha chek!
Mo.
smile. An’ yo’ ten cent di’-mon’s an’ yo’ fi' cent butts. Oh,
M a
Some - bod-y’s got to carve you up tohates yo’ guts.
FIGURE 4.
Use of Sprechstimme to suggest speech, "I Hates 
Yo" Struttin" Style," Porgy and Bess (Act II, Scene i)
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Cut: QUBENIE: i’ll show you how to get 'em.
Allegretto.
QUEBN1B: (Shouted or nung.)
Where yo’ think yo’Hey!
P ian o
\imile
Don’t you know this show is start soon?
FIGURE 5.
"Queenie's Ballyhoo/' Show Boat (Act I, Scene iii)
Moderately slow
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FIGURE 6.
Traditional arrangement of "Somebody Knockin' 
at de Door," The Book of American Negro Spirituals
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j y p  <sung or hummed)decresc.
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T.
do’.som e-bod knock - in' a t de dere'sOh,
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B.
some-bod do’.knock - in' at de
FIGURE 7.
Quotation of spiritual "Somebody Knockin' at de 
Door/' Porgy and Bess (Act i t  Scene iv)
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FIGURE 8.
Intensifying rhythmic subdivision, "Leavin' for de 
Promised Land/' Porgy and Bess (Act I, Scene ii)
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FIGURE 9.
Traditional Low Country spiritual/ "Welcome 
Table/' The Carolina Lcrw-Country
FIGURE 10.
Traditional Low Country spiritual, "Come En Go 
Go Wid Me," The Carolina Lcrw-Country
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FIGURE 11.
Integrated sonority from the "Dance of the 
Adolescents," The Rite of Spring
FIGURE 12.
Distribution of tritones in the 
octatonic and diatonic major scales
A t this point a great bird f l ie s  low, frightening everybody.
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FIGURE 13.
Introduction, "The Buzzard Song,' 
Porgy and Bess {Act II, Scene i)
187 (with religious fervor, freely)
(gets don  n on kn ets i /T \ Iiac
trou-ole de wa-ter in de Sea of Gal - ler-ie____
¥
¥ § esl
Oh doc-tor Je - sus, who done b .
m^^  (shouted)
£Po.
A- men.
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f p colla voce
FIGURE 14.
Use of the blues scale, "O Doctor Jesus/ 
Porgy and Bess (Act II, Scene i)
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FIGURE 15.
Riot scene, Die Meistersinger von Nurmberg 
(Act II, Scene vii)
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Oh, stop them, won’ some one stop them!
Stop Crown!
Ma.
Po.
9 J 1 ft - J r ~  " *
it's aw- ful ,  it’s sim-ply aw-ful!
g g J L  ft P «•
£
Crown hurt Rob-bins!
iMi. £
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Come on, let’s stop dem now, come on,lefs stop dem!£W.
drunk!
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\ Some-thing might-y bad is boun' to hap - penl
FIGURE 16.
Crap game, Porgy and Bess (Act I, Scene i)
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(approximate notes)
poco cresc. rit.'
(approximate notes)
w ailing  
P  g& s. rit.'poco cresc.
(approximate notes)
w ailing
P  N gHss. Poco cresc. rit:
(approximate notes)
FIGURE 17.
Notation representing Gullah vocal sound, "My 
Man's Gone Now," Porgy and Bess (Act I, Scene ii)
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FIGURE 18.
Six-voice prayer, Porgy and Bess (Act II, Scene iv)
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FIGURE 19.
Traditional Low Country spiritual, "Eb'rybody 
Who Is Libin'/' The Carolina Law-Country
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